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Preface 
The three versions of an untitled Middle English text most commonly referred 
to as [The Tale of] The Incestuous Daughter, found in Rawlinson Poetry 1 1 8, Codex 
Ashmole 6 1 ,  and Cambridge f.f.5 .48, 1 exemplify medieval interests in sin and 
sexuality. Though the three versions of the tale are very similar, some striking 
differences in plot, theme, and character render a comparison of the texts vital to an 
understanding of the intent or meaning of each version and of the source text or texts. 
There has been minimal in-depth study of these specific tales in these specific 
manuscripts over the past century; the most recent are George Shuffelton' s 2008 
edition of the Ashmole MS and Janay Young Downing's 1 969 dissertation, A Critical 
Edition of Cambridge University Ms Ff5.48. Carl Horstmann's 1 887  edition of the 
Rawlinson manuscript is the only individual study of that particular version of the tale 
(Altenglische 334-38); no in-depth study of ali three manuscript versions of "The 
Incestuous Daughter" has been conducted since Albert Otto Thurn's 1 892 
dissertation, Untersuchungen ilber die Mittelenglische Fromme Erziihlung: A Tale of 
an Incestuous Daughter. Thurn's edition collates all three manuscripts; while useful 
in some respects, many of the subtle differences between the texts are lost and the 
focus remains on a single text or small portions of all three texts. Additionally, some 
selections are difficult to follow and the critical apparatus is riddled with copy 
mistakes and leaves out significant portions of each manuscript, even where 
differences should be noted. It is also clear that Thurn probably did not study the 
manuscripts themselves, and instead focused on Carl Horstmann's transcriptions of 
1 Bodleian Library. Ms. Ashmole 61 fol. 66r-67v; Bodleian Library Ms. Rawlinson Poetry 1 1 8 fol. 
1 1 6r- 1 1 8v; Cambridge University Library Ms. Ff.5 .48 fol. 44r-48r. 
the manuscripts. As a result, there are many inconsistencies, and arguably many 
errors transmitted as a result of Thum's  overuse of Horstmann's editions. This edition 
is a diplomatic transcription of all three manuscripts, which are treated both 
individually and as being informed by a common source or sources, and preserves as 
much as the original texts as possible. 
Indebted acknowledgment is conferred to Dr. Stefan Jurasinski for suggesting 
this project and guiding me throughout, to Dr. Miriam Burstein and Dr. Brooke Conti 
for their invaluable advice and assistance in reviewing the project, to Dr. Thomas 
Hahn for suggesting research material about manuscripts and manuscript layout, and 
to the staff of the Robbins Library at the University of Rochester, especially 
Rosemary Paprocki, for helping me to locate and make copies of the manuscripts, and 
for not killing me during the process. 
Abstract 
Widely overlooked since the late 1 9th century, three versions of the medieval 
religious exemplum "The Incestuous Daughter" offer a glimpse into medieval 
England' s  ideas about sexuality and religion. The evaluation of the variation in 
language among the three versions, as well as a comparison of the usage of now 
extinct word forms found in each manuscript, point to a late 1 5th to early 1 6th century 
origin. A study of the content of the texts, the physical movement of the texts, and the 
relationship of these elements to the religious teachings and political disturbances of 
the time in which the manuscripts were copied reveal a tendency of different society 
figures to use these types of texts for various agendas and interests. Guided by the 
teachings and influence of St. Augustine of Hippo, religious figures used texts like 
"The Incestuous Daughter" to influence moral values. The tale addresses the specific 
concern of sexuality and reproduction, an area in which medieval English people 
relied heavily on the ideas of St. Augustine for guidance. There is some evidence that 
this exemplum was used specifically for a Holy Week program. Political instability 
contributed significantly to the distribution of the tale : as the House of Tudor took 
control, the monasteries and schools where the exempla were written, used, stored, or 
all three were shut down or reorganized, and the property of the monasteries landed in 
the hands of private owners. Finally, a comparison of the introductions and 
conclusions of the Rawlinson and Cambridge versions shows a slight variation in 
theme from one text to another, the importance of penance versus the grace of god, 
and makes obvious the style in which the missing Ashmole lines were most likely 
written. 
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1 
INTRODUCTION 
I. Origins of the Manuscripts 
Dating 
Though editors' dating of the three manuscripts that contain "The Incestuous 
Daughter"2 is somewhat varied, there is some agreement on their chronology based 
on the grammatical features and subject matter of each text, as well as on physical 
condition. The Cambridge manuscript is generally considered to be the latest text; 
Ashmole and Rawlinson are considered to be earlier, but previous editors are 
uncertain as to which manuscript is earliest. That all the manuscripts were created 
within a 1 00-year span compounds the difficulty of ordering the texts. Though none 
of these three texts represents the "original" text, understanding their chronology is 
important for analysis of the use and distribution or spread of the tale. This ultimately 
can help determine the source or sources of the tale itself, rather than just of the 
physical manuscripts. 
A Linguistic Atlas of Late Mediaeval English [ LALME] dates Ashmole at 
c 1 500 ( 1 . 1 45), Cambridge at a1 500, and Rawlinson at c 1475 ( 1 .67) . Thurn ascribes 
relatively similar dates, with Ashmole falling between 1475 and 1 500, Cambridge 
sometime in the 1 400s, and Rawlinson between 1 450 and 1475 ( 1 4) .3 George 
Shuffelton dates Ashmole to 1450- 1 550 ("Item 23 : Introduction), and Janay Young 
Downing dates Cambridge to between 1 45 0  and 1 500 (xxiv). To help determine the 
2 Bodleian Library. Ms. Ashmole 6 1  fol. 66r-67v; Bodleian Library Ms. Rawlinson Poetry 1 1 8  fol. 
1 16r- l l 8v; Cambridge University Library Ms. Ff.5 .48 fol. 44r-48r. 
3 Thurn' s  dating is not entirely logical. He claims that these 3 manuscripts originate from some source 
text, "E." He also claims that 2 of these versions, Ashmole and Cambridge, originate directly from E. 
Additionally, he charts Rawlinson as originating from Ashmole. IfRawlinson=1450- 1 475 and 
Ashrnole=1 475- 1 500, Rawlinson cannot originate from Ashmole. See page 14. For a critical 
discussion of Thurn' s  dissertation, see Glode 1 895 .  
2 
chronological order of the manuscripts, I have extracted the extinct word forms from 
each individual manuscript. For example, scolys (a noun whose various meanings are 
related to schooling) is a spelling that was only used from the 1 3th through 1 ih 
centuries. An analysis of the time periods in which the groups of words are most 
frequently used offers a little insight into the precise order of the manuscripts, or at 
least into the preferred vocabulary of each manuscript. 
Fig 1: Date Ranges and Occnrences of Now 
Extinct Forms 
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Date Range (Centuries) 
in Ashmole 
in Cambridge 
in Rawlinson 
Cambridge dates from the late 1 5th century to early 1 6th century. In a selection 
of 52 extinct words and word forms from the manuscript, the highest frequency of 
usage for the most words from the selected list occurs during the 1 4th through 1 ih 
centuries (Fig. 1 ) .4 12  of the words (23 . 1 %) fall exclusively within the 1 4th_ 1 6th 
century range, and very few words occur in the ranges with a low upper limit. In fact, 
the earliest upper limit within which any of the selected words fall is the 14th 
4 Also see Appendix A. 
3 
century-only 5 of the selected words (9.6%) have no recorded usage after the 1 4th 
century5• Conversely, 32 (6 1 .5%) have a lower limit of the 1 4th century or later, 44 
(84.6%) include 1 5th century usage, and 32 (6 1 .5%) include 1 6th century usage. The 
high concentration of 1 5th century usage suggests that this particular version or copy 
dates from around that time. Since the concentration of 1 6th century usages also 
accounts for a significant portion of the selection, it is likely that the text was 
transcribed in the latter part of the 1 5th century or the early part of the 1 6th century. 
Ashmole has similar dating, but more encompasses earlier usages. In other 
words, Ashmole uses forms that have been in use longer than many of the forms used 
in the Cambridge manuscript. In a selection of 43 extinct spellings, the centuries with 
the highest frequency are, like the Cambridge manuscript, the 14th through 1 ih 
centuries. The highest frequency category is the 1 4th - 1 6th centuries, with 9 of the 
selected words (20.9%) falling within this range. Only 4 (9.3%) predate the 1 5th 
century (where the only recorded usage is the 1 4th century or earlier); 8 1 .4% of the 
selected words include 1 5th century usage and 69.8% include 1 6th century usage. 
1 6.3% have a lower limit of the 1ih century or earlier, whereas only 9.6% of the 
selected words from the Cambridge manuscript possess this characteristic. Ashmole, 
therefore, contains more word forms that have an older usage history. 6 The Rawlinson 
5 Date ranges for word usages are not defmite, but rather an approximation based on period examples 
provided in the Oxford English Dictionary, Middle English Dictionary, and Dictionary of Old English. 
A 14th century upper or lower limit does not necessarily exclude early or later usages of a term, but 
rather accounts for known, documented usages of particular forms and meanings of words (common 
usage). 
6 Having an earlier lower limit does not exclude a scribe or other person from simply preferring 
specific forms. This choice can be influenced by a number of factors, including the scribe' s beliefs and 
professional relationships-for example, a scribe who is a member of the clergy or who works for a 
religious institution may prefer to use more "classical" forms than a person who is transcribing a 
document for something like entertainment purposes. 
4 
manuscript diverges even more significantly, where 1 7  of 48 selected words (35 .4%) 
have a lower limit of the 1ih century or earlier. 
In the Rawlinson manuscript, the selected words that fall exclusively within 
the 1 4th- 1 6th centuries occur the most frequently. 20 or 4 1 .7% of the selected words 
have recorded usage only after the 1 4th century, compared to 58 . 1 o/o for Ashmole and 
6 1 .5% for Cambridge. 9 1 .7% of the words include 1 5th century usage; 72.9% include 
1 6th century usage. Clearly, this manuscript copies more older word forms than the 
others.7 
Language 
Cambridge and Rawlinson share many dialectical features, and each contains 
features from more than one dialect area. The Cambridge manuscript contains both 
the Northern kyrke (lines 88,  1 97) and Midland-South church(e) ( 40, 79); it also 
contains the West Midlands form man (line 5) along with East Midlands man (line 7) . 
With Northernisms such as plural childur (lines 47, 1 1 9, 240) and een (line 22 1 ), 
Cambridge is most likely part of the Northeast Midland dialect area. The LALME 
assigns the manuscript to the Derbyshire area, or to the East Midlands ( 1 .67). 
Derbyshire is located near the intersection of Northern, East Midland, and West 
Midland dialect areas (Fig. 2). The tendency of the scribe to use forms from several 
dialect areas indicates that there is a strong possibility that the manuscript originates 
from or near a border of two or more regions. Cambridge is most likely from the 
eastern part of Derbyshire, as is Rawlinson. Rawlinson contains a single instance of 
7 Older word forms of words that are not recorded as being used in a particular time period may be 
attributed to the fact that they are all copies and therefore have to be copied from some earlier sour.ce; 
in some instances, it is possible that some older forms are transcribed that were not in common usage 
at the time of transcription. Forms excluded from the 1 5th century, for example, were likely still used 
during that period, just not commonly. 
5 
West Midlands mon (line 1 7), but contains several instances of East Midlands man 
(lines 20, 40, 58, 68). Fittingly, the LALME also ascribes Derbyshire as the place of 
origin. Given that there are fewer variations in the Rawlinson manuscript, it either 
originates from an area that has less cross-dialect region contact, or its scribe 
originates from that area and continued to use those forms. 
Fig. 2 
Ashmole 1s even more definitively in a specific dialect area, with a few 
northemisms and no instances of the West Midlands spelling mon. Both Ashmole and 
Rawlinson contain the phrase clepe and call (Ashmole 259; Rawlinson 245), a phrase 
used in Scottish Law since at least the 1 6th century; the phrase was used to indicate 
that a person was or will be summoned, usually by an authority figure in reference to 
some crime ("clepe" v. def. 2.c ) .  The LALME assigns Ashmole to the Leicestershire 
area, or the East Midlands ( 1 . 1 45). Ashmole is plainly from a dialect region in the 
east; though Leicestershire is further south than Derbyshire, it is still relatively 
physically close to the Northern dialect area. 
6 
Scribes and Owners 
The Cambridge manuscript is written in an uneven hand, with lines slanting in 
various directions and character size varying considerably throughout the manuscript; 
several lines seem to be written in haste. Some lines take up a large percentage of the 
page, while others are in a "normal'' size script. For example, the characters in line 
1 9 1 ,  "The holy bisshop pat per stode," (the fourth line of a stanza) are about 3 times 
the size of the characters in the surrounding lines, and the verse is underlined. There 
are brackets that connect rhyming lines, and the folio numbers are written in at least 2 
different hands in a more modern style, some appearing with a '#' in the upper left 
corner, some neatly at the center of the top of the page. Most of the glosses are 
written in large, exaggerated calligraphy and the pages are littered with doodles of 
dragons, lions, dogs, ducks, and strange-looking creatures. There are several lines, 
sections, and even entire pages crossed out throughout the manuscript. Given the 
hurried, uneven hand and multiple emendations, it is likely that the scribe was not a 
professional scribe: this person either copied the manuscript for personal use or 
purposes or it was written by an amateur scribe, perhaps during the process of 
learning scribal skills. 
One of the most interesting physical features of the Cambridge manuscript 
that may provide some information about the collection' s  possible origin a page used 
as part of the binding and cover. It is a single leaf of a text written in Latin; a portion 
of the page at the beginning of the manuscript has a seal affixed over the Latin text 
that reads "Academire Cantabrigiensis" and "Liber" below a cross with a lion at the 
7 
base. The University of Cambridge came into possession of the manuscript at some 
time during or after the date of the Latin treatise. 8 
Based on the northernisms found throughout this text and the dialect area 
identified by the LALME as the region of origin, one possible location where the 
scribe worked or lived is in or near St. Paul' s  monastery in Jarrow, which is in 
Northumbria, about 1 50 miles north of Derbyshire. St. Paul' s  of Jarrow and twin 
monastery St. Peter' s of W earmouth in Sunderland, whose most famous resident is 
the venerable Bede, were constructed in the ih century ("St. Paul' s") and persisted as 
the Wearmouth-Jarrow Abbey until the monasteries were dissolved and their property 
sold and redistributed by Tudor King Henry VIII in the mid 1 61h century ("Bede' s 
World"). 9 Since Henry VIII dissolved and sold the property of monasteries that did 
not produce enough revenue, it is not far-fetched to imagine the attempt of a 
ruonastery, like St. Paul's, to produce as many usable, and perhaps even sellable, 
religious commodities as possible in an effort to keep the church and monastery open. 
The usurpation of primarily religious teaching materials by the English throne in the 
mid 1 6th century also explains how documents that seem to be created and used by 
clergy or people closely associated with the clergy could end up in the hands of a 
private owner. 
The Cambridge manuscript, most likely scribed, or at least bound, by some 
resident of the Wearmouth-Jarrow Abbey, was bequeathed to the University of 
Cambridge nearly a century later on August 29, 1 649 upon the death of its previous 
owner, Rev. Richard Holdsworth, D.D.,  Master of Emmanuel College (Sayle 78). The 
8 The manuscript was either first bound or rebound using this 1 6th century Latin page. The "title" of the 
Latin page is «Pauli burgensis contra perfidia iudaeorum," or Burgess Paul against the lies of the Jews. 
9 There is further discussion of the House of Tudor and Henry VIII in the Genre section. 
8 
Holdsworth Library was sold by arbiters of Holdsworth's property, and the £200 
Cambridge paid for the collection was actually paid to Emmanuel College (Sayle 85).  
The dispute over Holdsworth's property is perhaps a direct result of the dispute over 
Holdsworth himself, who, valuing learning and education, challenged Parliament and 
Thomas Cromwell on matters regarding education and religion, which landed him in 
the Tower and on probation during the last years of his life (Shuckburgh 9 1 -3). He 
served as chancellor to the king, a position he obviously loathed, as he was eventually 
charged for assisting the authorship of a pamphlet entitled "The Resolving of 
Conscience upon this Question: Whether upon a Supposition or Case as is Now 
Usually Made (viz. , the King Will Not Discharge His Trust, but is Bent or Seduced to 
Unbend Religion), Subjects May Take Up Arms and Resist? And Whether that Case is 
Now?" (Shuckburgh 93) .  Holdsworth was "owned" by Emmanuel College, 
Errunanuel College by Cambridge, and Cambridge by the government. Even though 
Holdsworth bequeathed his property to Emmanuel College, a few years after his 1 644 
death, his property ultimately ended up in the hands of the University of Cambridge, 
especially since he was ejected as master of the college before his death. 
The collection was catalogued another century later by a Whisson, along with 
collections from William Moore and Bishop John Moore (Sayle 1 00). In Janay 
Young Downing' s  study of the Cambridge manuscript, Downing concludes that 
Gilbert Pilkington is the original owner and transcriber of many poems in the 
collection, 10 and that George Bedwell was the owner of the collection before 
Holdsworth (xxii) . The transference of ownership from Bedwell to Holdsworth is 
1° For a discussion of the Gilbert Pilkington controversy, see Frampton, 1 932, 622-35 ;  Cargill, 1 926, 
8 1 0-83 1 ;  and Foster, 1 928, 1 24- 136 .  
9 
unclear, but the dissolution of monasteries by Henry VIII coupled with Bedwell's 
time of birth to death, 1 56 1  to 1 632, suggest that the manuscript was probably owned 
by few private owners aside from Bedwell and Holdsworth-perhaps even just one 
other. Bedwell owned the manuscript from at least 1 630-3 1 ;  since Bedwell' s  death is 
1 632 (Stephen 293), Holdsworth likely acquired the manuscript in an estate sale or 
something of the sort. 
Ashmole contains several drawings, scribbles, and emendations throughout 
the manuscript, including fish and a reoccurring five-petal flower. The folio 
containing the first 1 1 7 lines of The Incestuous Daughter is missing, and the leaf with 
the final lines is "signed" with a drawing of a toothy, scaly fish that occupies a 
significant portion of the bottom of the page. Throughout the manuscript several of 
the leaves are signed with "Rate," who has been erroneously conjectured to be David 
Rate (Girvan xxxiii-xxxvii; Blanchfield 1 62-65) and several other candidates, 
including William Ratte/Rotte/Rate of various areas around Leicestershire; there is 
also the possibility that "Rate" is a penname (Blanchfield 1 65). George Shuffelton 
suggests William Race as a possibility, noting that 'c' and 't' are easily confusable in 
Medieval scribal hand; he found records of a late 1 5th century William Race in the 
diocese of Lincoln, which includes Leicestershire ("Introduction"). Based on the 
easily readable and generally very consistent handwriting, it is easy to assume that 
whoever the scribe, that person was a learned individual. 
The time period in which the Cambridge manuscript was written suggests the 
possibility, however slight, that the mysterious flower (some or all of them) in the 
similarly constructed Ashmole manuscript is the Tudor rose, a simple five-petal 
1 0  
flower adorning documents and other items handled during the Tudor reign. This 
would not necessarily suggest that it was scribed by some member of the House of 
Tudor or by a scribe who supports them, but could possibly serve as a dating tool. 1 1  
Another possibility is that the scribe was associated with some government official; 
one of the possible scribes Blanchfield and Shuffelton suggest is William Ratt, who 
was the son of a mayor (Blanchfield 1 60;  Shuffelton "Introduction"). The drawing 
could also reference the war of the Roses that preceded Tudor rule, where a red rose 
symbolizes the Lancaster Party (Tudors) and a white rose symbolizes the York Party 
( Guerber 1 87 -89). 12 One possibility for the fish, considering the "Pauli" text at the 
beginning and end of the Cambridge text, is that it is a reference to St. Paul's  at 
Jarrow. The number of scholars at St. Paul' s, 1 53,  was chosen based on a fishing trip 
during which Jesus' disciples, under his instruction, place their net in the water and 
catch 1 53 large fish (Orme 1 42-43) . 13  There is a possibility that the fish that is drawn 
throughout the manuscript is a symbol for the monastery in which it was copied. 
Compared to Ashmole and Cambridge, the handwriting in the Rawlinson 
manuscript is hurried and in many places, it is difficult to read. The lines are 
practically written on top of one another, and most of the page is utilized. Whereas 
Ashmole often begins new texts on new pages, Rawlinson instead has the beginning 
and end of individual works as close together as lines belonging to the same passage. 
In several works, including "The Incestuous Daughter," the B lines of the AABCCB 
11 Blanchfield discusses the possibility of the flower being the Tudor rose in her dissertation ( 45, 1 5 1  ). 
12 The flowers that represent each house are identical, except for the coloring. See Appendix C. 
13 Also see John 2 1 .  
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structured stanzas are set off in the right margin of the page, and brackets are drawn 
to connect rhyming lines : 
A 
A ----' 
c ------., 
c ----' 
Not only does this method allow the scribe to fit significantly more on each page, but 
it makes a text easily accessible for the purposes of oral recitation (Evans 75) . 14 The 
manuscript is written in more than one hand: within "The Incestuous Daughter," at 
line 1 93 and the start of a new folio, the handwriting and abbreviations change 
noticeably. The writing appears to be a little less hurried and consequently, more 
legible. The scribal abbreviations change, for example, from j/ (for pei) to pei and 
from ps (for pis) to pis. There is a possibility that "The Incestuous Daughter" was 
scribed by at least two different people; another possibility is that one person copied 
the manuscript in two different sittings that were considerably distant from one 
another either in time or circumstance. 
Though there are periods where ownership of the manuscript is uncertain, 
there are at least two definite, identified owners of Rawlinson Poetry 1 1 8 and its 
parts. Having purchased an arsenal of texts and documents over the course of his life, 
English antiquary Richard Rawlinson died in 1 755 ,  leaving his massive collection of 
manuscripts and miscellany texts to the University of Oxford (Macray 1 68). 
Rawlinson purchased so many texts from so many sources, it is difficult to determine 
14 Thanks to Dr. Thomas Hahn for suggesting Murray J. Evans' Rereading Middle English Romance: 
Manuscript Layout, Decoration, and the Rhetoric ofCompostie Structure. 
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from where exactly this bibliophilic son o f  an antiquary purchased the collection 
which contains "The Incestuous Daughter." 1 5  
Up to three other possible owners of  folios of the Rawlinson Poetry 1 1 8 
manuscript were identified in 1 858 .  There is a note in an Oxford journal that 
mentions that Rev. F.C. Hingeston discovered a copy of "The Life of St. Katherine," 
and that Sir Henry Spelman wrote an introductory note on one of the leaves of 
Rawlinson Poetry 1 1 8 (Yeowell 1 4 1 -43). 1 6 Spelman lived from around 1 564 until 
1 64 1  in the Norfolk area-he owned the manuscript within about 1 00 to 1 50 years of 
it being written, about 1 00 miles east of Derbyshire (Moulton 53). Being a historian 
and antiquary, as well as the author of The History and Fate of Sacrilege, his interest 
in this particular collection, which is filled with tales of sin and punishment, as well 
as stories of saints and documents relating to religious ritual, is obvious. 17 At the end 
of the manuscript is "Iste libellus constat Willielmo Gybbe, Capellano;" the 
manuscript is also signed by a Johannes Kemp (Capgrave xxix). A William Gybbe 
was vicar in Wisbech in Cambridgshire around 1 4  77 (Walker and Craddock 203 ), and 
he is purportedly the scribe of at least a portion of the Rawlinson manuscript. 1 8  
II. Genre 
That the early owners and possible scribes might have had deep connections 
with the church is not surprising, considering the content and unifying theme of the 
manuscripts . A daughter and father commit heinous acts against God and society and 
15 For an extensive record of the documents donated to the University of Oxford by Richard 
Rawlinson, see William Dunn Macray, 1 898. 
16 A portion of the inscription is printed in the Genre section under "'A Specific Use: A Sermon for 
Holy Week." 
17 The History and Fate ofSacrilege was published 57 years after Spelman's death, with a note on a 
cover page of the 1 698 edition which reads, "A Treatise Omitted in the Late Edition of his Posthumous 
Works, and now Published for the Terror of Evildoers." 
1 8  For a discussion of William Gybbe, see Peter J. Lucas, 1 985 .  
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ultimately repent, with different levels of importance placed on certain details in each 
version. 19 There are two major reasons why the manuscripts were copied several 
times and in the manner that they were copied. These reasons involve, first, a 
reflection of the moral tastes and concerns of a society, and second, an attempt to 
preserve Augustinian religious values in a time of religious and political upheaval and 
uncertainty. The people involved with the transmission of these stories were 
ultimately concerned with establishing and maintaining a delicate balance of power 
between the secular and non-secular world, between laws of man and the laws of 
divine authority, during the moral and political turbulence they experienced. The 
following section first discusses the ways in which "The Incestuous Daughter" 
reflects the influence of St. Augustine, bishop of Hippo, on medieval thought and 
behavior, and consequently, his influence on canonical law and religious philosophy 
and instruction in England; the rnanuscripts reflect the Church' s  moral concerns about 
the general population. Second, it discusses the manuscripts' connections to the 
concerns of religious devotees during the reign of the House of Tudor, including the 
Church' s  concerns about the government's  attempts to manipulate the meaning of 
religious documents for their own personal gain. 
St. Augustine of Hippo 
St. Augustine's influence on the medieval England' s  ideas about sexuality and 
s1n 1s especially evident in texts like "The Incestuous Daughter," though he is 
mentioned by name in only one of the three versions (Rawlinson 1 88). Though there 
is a slight possibility that "Austyn" actually refers to Bishop Augustine of 
Canterbury, the evidence pointing toward Saint Augustine of Hippo is overwhelming. 
19 Theme is discussed in greater detail in section III. 
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Augustine of Hippo was immensely ifluential to medieval writers; even if the 
reference is actually to Augustine of Canterbury, a discussion of Augustine of Hippo 
is central to understanding the function and origins of the text.20 That he is mentioned 
only one time may seem minor, but the placement of this reference is during the 
pivotal scene in which the daughter and her sinful crew finally hear the day' s sermon. 
This is particularly relevant when considering the question of the popularity of "The 
Incestuous Daughter" and similar tales. First, I discuss St. Augustine's  general 
influence on early Medieval England; second, I discuss his teachings on sexuality and 
incest; third, I discuss the resulting canonical law in England regarding sexual 
behavior subsequent to St. Augustine' s  contact; last, I discuss the specific program 
for which a text like "The Incestuous Daughter" could have been used both in 
England and by St. Augustine. 
Saint Augustine had a significant impact on England from the 4th or 5th 
century onward. During the time the manuscripts were copied, several groups of 
people in the dialect area from which the manuscripts originate followed the Rule of 
St. Augustine, a set of rules that Augustine wrote for monastic/ascetic living. 
Specifically, Derby/Derbyshire falls under the influence of the Rule of Augustine 
during the time in which the manuscripts are copied (Orme 1 99). This set of rules 
written by St. Augustine in the 5th century dictates how religious agents and people in 
religious communities should live, especially in relation to each other and the rest of 
the community. He talks about, among other subjects, humility and modesty in 
thought and action, and seeking penance, a central theme in ''The Incestuous 
20 Augustine of Canterbury was sent as a missionary to England by Pope Gregory in the 6th century; he 
is often considered the disciple of the English people, and inspired King JEthelberht's laws. See F. L. 
Attenborough, 2006. 
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Daughter."2 1  Pope Gregory the Great, who sent Augustine of Canterbury on a mission 
to convert the barbarous English people, took much of his influence from Augustine 
of Hippo, popularizing Augustine's  work in his homilies, and consequently providing 
later-medieval scholars and clergy members with access to Augustine's  works 
(Herbermann 99). 
St. Augustine' s  teachings on sexuality, especially in The City of God, are 
important to understanding medieval incest law and laws regarding sexual 
relationships in England. The shamefulness of incest in Augustine' s  writing can be 
inferred from his strong words about topics relatable to incest, such as unbridled lust, 
as well as Platonic-style arguments debunking the idea that incest is somehow 
sanctioned by God. Augustine argues that there is a "shame which attends all sexual 
intercourse," even when it is purely for propagation (Dods 34) .  The idea that 
sexuality is shameful and should thus be hidden, even when "legitimately" shared 
between husband and wife for the purpose of reproduction, is especially relevant to 
the subject of incest. Even though intercourse for propagation is "hidden" or 
performed behind closed doors, the results of that act are not hidden. The children 
that result from marital sex are the visible aspect of that otherwise "hidden" 
relationship; Augustine points out that the wedding ceremony itself is a sort of 
announcement of the couple' s  ultimate intentions, even though the eyes of the public 
will not be privy to the actual act (Dods 34) .  The act of propagation is not shameful; 
the resulting children are not shameful-it is shameful that the "organs of generation 
are so subjected to the rules of lust" (Dods 35) .  When lust or the resulting act is 
completely detached from propagation, it is especially hidden. In ''The Incestuous 
2 1  For an in-depth discussion of the Rule of Augustine, see Hugh Victor, 1 9 1 1 ,  90- 1 05 .  
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Daughter," the father and daughter must meet in a "priuy stede" (Rawlinson 45 ; 
Cambridge 33).22 Within this statement, it is implied that sex that occurs based purely 
on lust (i .e., for these purposes, a non-marital relationship) results in shame that is 
visible to the entire community, even though the act is hidden from plain view. The 
daughter also must destroy the visible evidence of their encounter, and does so by 
murdering her mother, who witnesses the act, her children, who are a physical and 
viewable result of the act, and the father, as soon as he makes his sins known to the 
church. 
The "organs of generation" are an important subject for St. Augustine. He 
asserts that although there are several examples of seemingly condoned incest in the 
Bible, society should begin to interpret the Bible's  messages in a more logical and 
rational way. Augustine believes that if some lesson from the Bible seems 
counterintuitive or illogical, it is probably a misinterpretation: 
The credibility of the Scripture is at stake, and as I have indicated more than 
once, there is a danger that a man uninstructed in divine revelation, 
discovering something in Scripture or hearing it from something that 
seems to be at variance with the knowledge that he has acquired, may 
resolutely withhold his assent in other matters where Scripture presents 
useful admonitions, narratives, or declarations . . .  I must say briefly that . . .  the 
sacred writers knew the truth, but that the Spirit of God, who spoke through 
them, did not wish to teach men these facts that would be of no avail to their 
salvation. (Taylor 59) 
22 On missing folio in Ashmole. 
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Augustine suggests that not all passages be taken literally, and argues that the parts of 
the Bible that seem to condone incest must be read in a different light to account for 
the changing times since the story was written. Throughout the Middle Ages, 
England' s  church was defending itself against claims of paganism, which resulted 
from the popular English interpretation of much of the Bible. The English were 
accused of paganism by Catholic Rome, hence Pope Gregory' s interest in sending 
Augustine (of Canterbury) on a mission to England. Influenced by the teachings of 
Augustine of Hippo and concerns that England was a pagan country, missionaries in 
England introduced the people to Augustine' s  logical analyses of Bible passages 
(Finucane 1 9-20); taking the messages and events less literally allowed for changes to 
doctrine interpretation to account for and attend to changing times and lifestyles. 
In The City of God, Augustine specifically discusses the iniquity of incestuous 
kinship ties; his Platonist-style argument centers on a logical evaluation of the Bible 
and society. A simplified version of his argument is as follows?3 first, Augustine 
acknowledges instances of reproductive incest in the Bible,24 and argues that it is 
necessary, especially at the dawn of civilization, for men and women to reproduce 
unrestricted; since the population was so small in the beginning, incestuous 
relationships were not considered "wrong," but rather a necessity because it ensured 
the continuation of humanity. As the population expands, though, each individual ' s  
reproductive options expand and each individual' s  familial ties expand. Next, he 
shows that as familial ties expand, it is necessary to ensure the continuation of that 
expansion. He proves this by showing, when incest is no longer "necessary," how 
23 Saint Augustine' s  argument on incest is in Dods 45 1 -5 3 .  
24 For a discussion o f  incest in the Bible, see Calum M .  Carmichael l 997. 
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incestuous reproduction works to shrink the very circles it was originally meant to 
expand (Dods XV . 1 6). The more individuals who occupy individual positions within 
a family, the less likely it is that the circle is truncated. For example, if man A is 
father to woman X, and woman X and man A reproduce, the result is a child, Z. Man 
A occupies the following positions: father of child Z, grandfather to child Z, father to 
woman X, and grandfather to woman X. Woman X occupies the following positions: 
daughter to man A, mother to child Z, grandmother to child Z, and wife to man A. In 
this scheme, man A's reproducing with woman X excludes other family members 
from the circle-woman x usurps the position of her own mother by becoming her 
own child' s  grandmother. Man A spoils the expansion by usurping the position of his 
own father in relation to the child. Conversely, if man A reproduces with and marries 
an unrelated woman Y, and woman X reproduces with man B, there is double the 
number of individuals to occupy familial positions. In this scheme, man A and 
woman Y produce child Q, and woman X and man B produce child P .  Each 
individual occupies 2 positions rather than at least 4 .  The positions that each no 
longer occupies due to the cessation of incest are occupied by some outside 
individuals, and so on, allowing the group to expand. The first scheme, however, risks 
collapsing on itself, as a child who is the product of an incestuous relationship accepts 
the same incestuous relationships, and reproduces with his or her opposite-sex parent, 
creating yet another position for an individual who already occupies multiple 
positions to occupy. 
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Medieval Sex and Incest Law25 
Augustine's idea about the shrinking social or family circle is reinforced in 
several medieval documents, including a chart that occurs repeatedly throughout 
medieval manuscripts and which places limitations on allowable relationships in 
family lines. Kinship trees were promoted by Gregory the Great, and correspondingly 
by Augustine of Canterbury; they restrict reproduction and marriage within six 
degrees of kinship, and these laws were codified by the 1 21h century (Jeffrey 376-77). 
There are several trees of consanguinity in medieval and early-modem legal 
documents; some good examples include one from a 1 572 Justinus Gobler manuscript 
(Statutebuch, Gesatz, Ordnungen und Gebrauch, Keyserlicher, Allgemeyner, vnd 
Etlicher Besonderer Landt vnd Stett Rechten) and a 1 539 Jean Boutillier text 
(Boutillier "Arbor Consanguinitatis"). The trees map out familial relations, with one 
of the primary purposes being to identify, prevent, and punish sexual relations 
between kin. 
Punishments for incestuous relationships vary, from a divine punishment to a 
physical or secular punishment. In the late 1 6th century, a William Foster of Barking, 
was charged with committing incest with his daughter: 
1 3  January 1 595/6 : We present William Foster of our town, upon the 
suspicion of a most shameful matter of incest, with his own daughter. The 
ground of which suspicion we build not only upon common report, but upon 
the assertion of honest women, who have had the examination of the young 
wench. Ordered to purge himself (Barrett and Harrison 94 ) .  
25 An excellent comprehensive discussion on medieval attitudes toward incest, including the origins 
and consequences of these attitudes is offered by Elizabeth Archibald 200 1 .  
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Foster's purging could refer to anything from penance to pilgrimage/banishment. 
Another instance from 1 55 1  involves children produced as a result of an incestuous 
brother-sister relationship, where penance is insufficient: 
Item the last day of July (and) the furst of August rydde in a cartte a tayler of 
Fletstret and hys syster rydde in a carte abowte London, and bothe ther heddes 
shavynne, for avouttre, that he had ij childeme by harre, and the iijde day was 
bannyshyd the citte bothe; but he wolde have gevyne moch to a be scowsyd, 
but it wold not be tane. (Nichols 70) 
Penance alone does not suffice: the two have their heads shaved and are banned from 
the city. Just as in the days of JEthelberht, in the 1 5th and 1 6th centuries in cases of 
incest where the perpetrator wants to repent, the man must submit to the authority of 
the king, the woman to the authority of the bishop (Attenborough 5- 1 6, 2 1 8- 1 9, 256) .  
These laws and reactions are likely normal penance/banishment punishments: the 
perpetrators have acted so shamefully that they are removed from the general 
population and placed under the direct scrutiny of a either a powerful religious or 
political figure. Archbishop Grindal' s directions for penance state: 
First, I wish at every public penance a sermon, if it be possible, be had. 
Secondly, in the same sermon the grievousness of the offence is to be opened; 
the party to be exhorted to unfeigned repentance, with assurance of God's 
mercy, if they so do; and doubling of their damnation, if they remain either 
obstinate, or feign repentance where none is, and so lying to the Holy Ghost. 
Thirdly, Where no sermon is, there let a homily be read, meet for the purpose. 
Fourthly, Let the offender be set directly over against the pulpit during the 
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sermon or homily, an d  there stand bareheaded with the sheet, or other 
accustomed note of difference; and that upon some board raised a foot and a 
half, at least, above the church floor; that they may be in loco editiore, et 
eminentiores omni populo. (Nicholson 455)26 
He goes on to give an example of dialogue between a priest and an incestuous 
fornicator, who must publicly confess during a sermon (Nicholson 456) .  This is found 
in "The Incestuous Daughter;" in the scene where the daughter feels remorse because 
of what she hears during a sermon, she proclaims in front of the congregation that she 
has grievously sinned. Additionally in the tale, as Archbishop Grindal prescribes, the 
priest is to publicly question the sinner about his or her transgressions and contrition 
before he or she is absolved. 
Though incest is the primary sin discussed in the tale, prostitution compounds 
the sins of the daughter. Medieval punishments for prostitution include public 
humiliation, a cutting off of the woman's hair, and signage which served to physically 
and visually label the woman a whore (Barrett and Harrison 49). There are records of 
"whipping and shaming a whore," punishment by physical violence and public 
humiliation; also an oft referenced humiliating punishment for bawdry and 
prostitution is "riding the whore" (Barrett and Harrison 5 1 ),  a punishment that 
requires the offender to ride backward on a horse through town. There are also 
medieval references to fornicators being tied with chains, just as the daughter is led 
about town by fiends, with chains about her neck. Crimes involving sex in Medieval 
26 From Petyt MSS. 38 ,  fol. 1 65 .  
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England prefer punishments of public humiliation and marginalization, and this is 
duly represented in all three versions of the tale.27 
A Sermon for Holy Week 
Spelman's inscription in Rawlinson's "The Life of St. Katherine" offers a lens 
through which to view the genre in which "The Incestuous Daughter" seems to fall: 
Sm H. Spelman To The Reder. 
A Prieste, which this Author, Jo. Capgrave, nameth Arreck, having hearde 
much of St. Katherin, bestowed 1 8  yeares to search out her life, and for that 
purpose spent 1 2  of them in Grece. At last, by direction of a vision, in the 
dayes of Peter, K. of Cyprus, and Pope Urban the 5 ,  he digged up in Cyprus 
an old booke of the very matter written by Athenasius hir tutor, bishop of 
Alexandria (but whither he that made the Creede, or not, the Author 
doubtethe ), and hidden there 1 00 yeares before by Amy ion Fitz-Amarack . . .  
And then also did he make it into Englishe verse; but leaving it unperfected, 
and in obscure rude English, Capgrave not only enlarged yt, but refyned it to 
the phrase of his tyme, as himselfe testifyethe. (Hingeston 335-36)28 
Medieval scribes copy and alter texts with the intention of fulfilling their own agenda. 
The "phrase of his tyme" that "The Incestuous Daughter" illustrates is a time during 
which there is a concern for regulating sexual behavior-some text was copied and 
altered to reflect the tastes or concerns of a particular audience in a particular time. 
There have been some suggestions that "The Incestuous Daughter" is an extant text 
27 "The Incestuous Daughter" also entails the crime of murder, punishment ofwhich, depending on the 
victim and circumstances, ranges from a modest bail to execution. 
28 This inscription is also an articulation of the reasons for there being so many versions of so many 
texts in medieval England (and elsewhere). 
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which has a source text in common with Dux Maraud-a 1 5th century tale of a 
daughter who is tempted by her father to commit incest, the consummation of which 
results in children that the daughter eventually murders, along with her mother and 
father (Archibald 1 87-89).29 While the connections of these texts are undeniable, the 
details vary enough so that the likelihood of the Cambridge, Ashmole, and Rawlinson 
versions being derived directly from Dux Maraud or of all four text being derived 
directly from a single source is impossible. 30 There are several versions of this tale in 
several forms in medieval literature3 1-an important connection between the texts is 
determining for what purpose those texts were being used. 
Barrett and Harrison point out, in the section on Archbishop Grindal' s 
directions for penance, that "homilies [were] printed for use where there is no priest 
to deliver [a] sermon" (Barrett & Harrison 76). One of the many ritual Christian 
celebrations, in absence of clergyman, could necessitate the existence of a tale like 
"The Incestuous Daughter." The multiple versions of this tale of a sinful woman, 
especially considering the relationship of the subject matter to both Augustines, could 
be a result of this practice to copy sermons for use by lay people when there is no 
priest to present a performance for each of the themed days of Holy Week. This 
29 The full text of Dux Maraud is available from the University of Maine at Machias, at 
<http://www. umm.maine.edu/faculty /necastro/ drama/Dux_ Moraud _Basic. txt>. 
30 It would be nearly impossible for Rawlinson, Cambridge, and Ashmole to copy a text with 
significantly varying details in such a way that R, C, and A all end up with similar details, where these 
details diverge significantly from the Dux Maraud fragment. In order for this to work, at least two of 
the three manuscripts (of R, C, and A) would have to be copied by the same person or by two different 
people at the same time, or at least one of the three would have to be copied from one of the other 
three.  The similarities that R, C, and A share, coupled with their shared differences from Dux Maraud, 
would have to be called extremely coincidental to name Dux Maraud the source text, and thus depletes 
the likelihood that Dux Maraud is the source. The similarities in detail, however, point to R, C, A, and 
D sharing some common source X, and given the differences in phraseology ofR, C, and A versus D, 
there is probably at least one other text Y existing between R, C, and A (that is the imMEDiately 
preceding source text ofR, C, and A), where X is the source ofY and D, with other possible texts 
existing between. For a graphical representation, see Appendix F .  
31 Brian Murdoch (2000) discusses these versions in some detail (309-320). 
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accounts for the multiple versions of the same tale, while allowing for the obvious 
differences among them. It also accounts for the layout and structure of the tales: the 
aabccb tail-rhyme and brackes connecting rhyming lines aid in oral recitation. 
Instructions for the oral recitation of such a document seem hardly necessary for a 
clergyman, though entirely necessary for a "substitute" who would not normally 
conduct a sermon. Holy Week is such an important series of events in Christianity, 
especially Orthodox Christianity, that it is not hard to imagine a shortage of religious 
service-people during this event in a medieval society. 
"The Incestuous Daughter" and several accompanying texts from each 
manuscript collection follow the themes of a traditional Holy Week program, which 
has been performed throughout Eastern and Western Europe, and now the entire 
Western world, for centuries. Many of the texts in each manuscript collection are tied 
to the Passions, the focus of Holy Week, and some even encompass the specific 
themes of specific days : "The Incestuous Daughter" falls in this category, and could 
serve as a story to be used for the day of the sinful woman?2 Like the sinful woman 
who anoints the feet of Jesus as he eats with Simeon (Simon) the Pharisee (Luke 
7:44), the incestuous daughter grows remorseful because of her many sins and 
tearfully seeks penance. The sinful woman has so many sins that her fellow man is 
unable to feel pity for her; only by the grace of god is she released from her chains of 
transgressions. The Pharisee becomes angry when Jesus interacts with the sinful 
32 The day themed "The Sinful Woman," a reference to the woman of "many sins" who uses her hair to 
wash the feet of Jesus with perfume and tears, is coupled with stories of Judas, an interesting detail 
considering the theme of betrayal in "The Incestuous Daughter." In the Eastern Orthodox tradition, 
Wednesday is the day theMED "the sinful woman;" the 9th century "Hymn ofKassiani," also referred 
to as the "Sinful Woman Hymn," is used during Holy Week in Orthodox tradition. See Bruce Merry, 
2004, 60- 1 .  
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woman and wants him to scorn or dismiss her; the daughter dies anonymously in the 
crowd during the sermon after being scorned by the bishop. Her fellow man wishes to 
ignore the sinful woman, and even the bishop initially "bade hire go away" 
(Cambridge 209; Ashmole 205). The holy man, who is moved by her piteousness, 
eventually welcomes her in, speaks to her directly, influences her with the grace of 
god to confess and repent, and ultimately absolves her of her sins, though they are 
many and of the most heinous kind. Additionally, after the daughter leaves home, the 
plot of the play is set during Holy Week: it is a "gode fryday" when she enters the 
church in both the Cambridge and Ashmole versions. The daughter exclaims to the 
priest, after hearing his sermon, that "syre byschoppe I am sche--All day pou hast 
prechyd of me" (Rawlinson 220-2 1 ;  Cambridge 233-34; Ashmole 236-37). It is 
clearly a sermon that centers on the sinful woman. 
The importance of the Passions in the manuscript collections is evident based 
on the texts that accompany each version of "The Incestuous Daughter." The 
Cambridge manuscript contains The Wounds of Christ as Remedies Against the 
Deadly Sins, Passio Domini (Northern Passion), an excerpt from the Southern 
Passion, and, directly preceding "The Incestuous Daughter," The Wounds of Christ as 
Remedies Against the Deadly Sins. 33 Ashmole contains works such as The Wounds 
and the Sins, The Legend of the Resurrection, The Lament of Mary, and The Northern 
Passion. Rawlinson, going back to the medieval concerns about sexuality and when it 
is a sin, contains penitential and cautionary texts such as Adulterous Fa/mouth Squire, 
Against Breaking of Wedlock, and Punishment of Adultery. 
33 For folio numbers, see Appendix D. *Rawlinson table of contents is incomplete. 
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Precautions of the Clergy During the Reign of Tudors 
One of the major possibilities for the multiple medieval copies of so many 
similar Christian texts is the religious tension between the church and state during the 
1 5th and 1 6th centuries. The tension between the Catholic Church and English 
government was ever-increasing, especially during the reign of Henry VIII : two of 
the major motivations behind his and other Tudor constituents' exercise of control 
over the monasteries in England are control of wealth and control of the behaviors of 
English subjects. 
Scores of duplicate religious and religion-themed copies of texts originate 
from Medieval England. The House of Tudor usurped much of the power of the 
churches, and in the 1 530s Henry VIII went so far as to dissolve a multitude of 
monasteries; his reasoning centers on the behaviors of the residents of the 
monasteries. In his 1 536  Act for the Dissolution of the Lesser Allonasteries he cites the 
malevolence of the religious districts as a maj or impetus behind the Act: "their 
vicious living shamelessly increases and augments, and by a cursed custom so rooted 
and infested, that a great multitude of the religious persons in such small houses do 
rather choose to rove abroad in apostasy, than to conform themselves to the 
observation of good religion" (Gee and Hardy 258) .  He calls his efforts "an honest 
and charitable reformation of such unthrifty, carnal, and abominable living" (Gee and 
Hardy 258) .  The House of Tudor was an ever-present critic of the already-existing 
monasteries, and their central focus the behaviors of the members of the religious 
communities. 
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Though the House of Tudor was purported to have desired a less corrupt 
Christianity, their attempts at and references to modification of scriptural 
interpretation had a specific and very much intended result, and that was to re-
characterize the actions of members of the House of Tudor as acceptable. An 
identifiable relationship between some texts that exist in multiple versions, especially 
"The Incestuous Daughter," and Henry VIII's criticisms of the church is that the old 
church prohibited, or at the very least severely limited, his choice of wife. As 
Archibald indicates, the Catholic Church's prohibitions on marriage within certain 
degrees and to individuals that have already been married to an individual's other 
family members proved a difficulty for the desires of Henry VIII (9- 1 0). In "Incest 
and Authority in Pericles, Prince of Tyre," Susan Frye even goes so far as to call 
incest a �'useful political tool" for the Tudors ( 4 1  ) : when a member wanted to marry a 
close relative, or the wife of a relative, the government exercised its influence and 
altered the definition of "incest." These altered definitions are from the Bible 's  
contradictory messages about incest. Because Henry VII wanted to maintain power 
for his family, he married Catherine, Henry VIII's brother's widow, to Henry VIII. 
They use the justification that Deuteronomy permits such marriages;34 when Henry 
VIII wants to divorce Catherine to marry Ann Boleyn, he cites a passage from 
Leviticus that prohibits such marriages (Frye 40-4 1 ). 35 In order to use such morally 
based social issues as a conduit to complete control, it was necessary for the political 
community to usurp power and influence from the religious community, the previous 
34 See Deuteronomy 25 . 
35 See Leviticus 1 8 . 
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authority on moral questions. Instead of leaving interpretation to the Church, the 
government began its own interpretations of Scripture. 
Though the "abominable" behavior of certain religious communities is cited 
frequently throughout the Act, it is almost always coupled with a reference to capitol 
or wealth, which seems to be the late 1 5th century and early 1 6th century Tudors ' 
actual primary concern. Henry VIII repeatedly claimed a desire to dissolve 
monasteries for the purpose of saving the piety of religious communities, but during 
the dissolutions, much of the conversation revolved around redistribution and use of 
monastery property. The monasteries he chose to close were not identified as the most 
corrupt, but were rather identified as the lowest income-producing (Lindsay 343).36 
The property of these communities was redistributed for "better uses," and, given 
Henry's criticisms of the Church, one would assume he redistributes the property to 
either a larger monastery or to a monastery that he supports. Instead, the Parliarnent 
rules in the "Act for the Dissolution of the Lesser Monasteries" that "all and 
singular . . .  premises, with all their rights, profits, jurisdictions, and commodities, [be 
given] unto the king's majesty, and to his heirs and assigns for ever" (Gee and Hardy 
260). Additionally, it was ordered that the king be given possession of the 
"ornaments, j ewels, goods, chattels, and debts" of the monasteries that haven't 
already been sold in order to produce enough revenue to prevent closing (Gee and 
Hardy 262). This redistribution was an attempt to own both intellectual property and 
monetary wealth, and these are each categories in which religious-themed 
manuscripts fall. 
36 A monastary producing less than £200 in rent was considered too small to keep open. The monastery 
at St. Paul' s  in Jarrow, from where the Cambridge ms possibly originates, was one of the monasteries 
dissolved by Henry VIII (see Bede 's World, "Monastic Site"). 
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During the Tudor usurpation of power from religious communities and the 
dissolution of monasteries, and then the subsequent sales of monastery property, 
many manuscripts were sold to private owners; texts such as "The Incestuous 
Daughter" probably fall into this category. The government's upheaval of precepts of 
Christian doctrine taught by these monasteries undoubtedly must have worried 
monastery residents; these residents, probably in haste, can be imagined to have 
copied several texts in their possession, so as to not lose them to the political and 
private spheres. In "John Capgrave and the Chaucer Tradition," Karen A. Winstead 
describes the script of the Rawlinson manuscript as having been hurried (Winstead 
3 89-400); the monasteries would not have wanted their own teachings and documents 
to be destroyed or lost. 37 This could even perhaps add to the rationale behind the 
eclectic collections of documents-it may have been easier or more profitable for the 
monasteries and the King to sell a collection of short documents in a single book, 
rather than several individual pieces. It could have also been an effort to save what is 
viewed as most important. Bordering on irony is the idea that, keeping in mind the 
idea that copies were made by monks to prevent the loss of their intellectual property, 
some private owners of the manuscript collections seem to have done the same thing, 
but for a slightly different purpose. Bibliophiles, such as Richard Rawlinson and 
Henry Spelman, collected enormous amounts of English historical paraphernalia, 
presumably to archive and save records of English history. 
37 This also reinforces the idea that some of these documents, not just homilies, are written for 
performance by a lay person or group in the absence of a bishop-with so many monasteries closing 
and changing, these types of documents would have to be multitudinous. 
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III. Theme 
The moral lessons of "The Incestuous Daughter" are its most important 
feature. It is a religious exemplum, where the characters are unnamed and the only 
personal qualities ascribed to each character are for the purpose of expounding that 
moral lesson. This section contrasts the details of the major themes of each 
manuscript and discusses briefly what these differences mean in relation to the 
purpose or intent of each manuscript. Specifically, I discuss the introductory stanzas 
of the Rawlinson and Cambridge manuscripts and offer a suggestion for which 
version Ashmole's missing introduction probably most resembled, as well as a brief 
analysis of the slight divergence in theme in Rawlinson versus Cambridge and 
Ashmole. 
Introductions 
The introductory stanzas of each the Rawlinson and Carnbridge 1nanuscripts 
differ significantly in that Cambridge leaves out the prayer-related opening that seems 
very central to Rawlinson. Another detail worth discussing in relation to the 
differences among introductions is the difference between Rawlinson's conclusion 
and Cambridge's conclusion. Based on the connections between each individual 
version's introduction and conclusion, and a comparison to Ashmole's conclusion, it 
is evident that the Ashmole manuscript must more resemble the Rawlinson 
introduction. It is worth noting that in Rereading Middle English Romance, 67.2% of 
the manuscripts included in Evans' study contain a closing or "tail" prayer, while 
22 .5% of the studied manuscripts contain an opening prayer (25). Both Rawlinson 
and Ashmole contain a tail prayer; Rawlinson also includes an opening prayer. 
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The introductory stanzas in Cambridge and Rawlinson differ most 
significantly in the details that Cambridge leaves out, making the tone of Cambridge 
passive in places, while the tone of Rawlinson is rather forceful. Cambridge begins 
straightaway with "Herkyns now bothe more and lasse;" Rawlinson contains two 
whole stanzas meant to invoke the authority of Christ before it comes to this same 
point.38 Rawlinson calls the audience's minds to the sacrifices of Jesus and the 
subsequent duty of the people to fulfill his will: "he give us good or we hens 
wende/of our synnes us to amende/hys hestys to fulfylle" (Rawlinson 4-6). The 
speaker speaks directly to his or her intended audience, "synfull man" (Rawlinson 7), 
to convince them of the importance of penance and the importance of honoring the 
sacrifices of Jesus and provides them with a specific duty to fulfill and a specific 
reason to fulfill that duty. Conversely, Cambridge does not invoke the image of Christ 
or the Passions, but instead addresses a much more general audience, entreating 
everyone to "Herkyns now bothe more and lasse" (Cambridge 1 ), not just the most 
sinfull of men. The Cambridge speaker hopes "If 3e pis tale wille here" that "Sum 
gode perin 3e mon lere" (Cambridge 4-5). The Cambridge speaker passively testifies 
that if you listen to the tale, you might learn some good. The Rawlinson speaker, 
though, demands that attention be paid to the story, and states the specific good that 
can come from heeding the lessons contained therein: he repeats "I wille 30u telle . . .  " 
and "Lysten & I wille 30u telle" (Rawlinson 1 3 , 1 5). Unlike Cambridge's seemingly 
conditional request, that one will learn or earn some unnamed (at this point in the 
poem) good if one will listen to the story, Rawlinson demands attention and informs 
the audience specifically at the outset that the lesson is meant to inspire or convince 
38 For a list of corresponding line numbers, see Appendix E.  
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sinful people to "amend synnes 3oure" (Rawlinson 1 4  ) .  In Cambridge taking heed of 
the message is hoped for; in Rawlinson, it is demanded. 
The conclusion of each the Rawlinson and Cambridge manuscripts reflects the 
respective introductions, and further demonstrates the forcefulness of Rawlinson by 
expanding on the direct demands of the people and the direct appeals to divine 
authority. The Cambridge conclusion refers to the text as a warning to good men;39 
the last lines of the manuscript are "ffinitur fabula,'' the fable is finished. This is 
reflective of the introduction, which refers to the text as a "tale" and a "hevy casse" 
(Cambridge 4, 2); the tale starts as a general warning about being a good human 
being, and ends with that same general warning--don't do bad things or bad things 
will happen. The only specific and direct appeal to God or God's mercy in this 
version' s conclusion is that if one repents and desires forgiveness, "God graunt pat hit 
shuld have" (Cambridge 277). Rawlinson' s conclusion, on the other hand, appeals 
and speaks directly to God' s  graces and authority. The text makes "pe kyng pat is of 
myghtys most/ffadyre, sone, & holy gost" by asking him directly for grace. It is not 
so much a warning or suggestion in the same way as Cambridge as it is a threat; that 
threat is that without following the text' s advice and instructions, one cannot "Into 
ioye . . .  wende" (Rawlinson 263). The direct appeals to God force the audience into an 
awareness about the arrangement between man and the divine in regards to sin and 
penance-God knows the speaker told them about wickedness and penance in 
relation to God' s mercy, and now no one in the audience has any justification for 
perpetual and uninterrupted wickedness. In contrast with Cambridge, the closing 
words continue the direct appeal : "Amen lord for pi grace" (Rawlinson 264). This 
39 "gode men I warne alle" (C 278). 
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final line, especially with the use of "amen," makes obvious the fact that a prayer 
introduces and closes the Rawlinson version, invoking the divine authority of God in 
the text's claims and requests to demand penance after sin, rather than to just suggest 
it. 
S ince Ashmole shares so many similarities with both Rawlinson and 
Cambridge, it is difficult to determine which introduction is on the missing folio 
page. A comparison of the conclusion of Ashmole with those of Cambridge and 
Rawlinson much simplifies that determination. The final 24 lines of Ashmole contain 
both the general warning of the final stanza of the Cambridge manuscript and the 
prayer that comprises the last stanza of the Rawlinson manuscript; between both of 
these sections, there are two stanzas that neither of the other two versions contain. 
The two stanzas are a synopsis of the story the narrator just told, along with a 
reverberation of the overarching theme-that if one commits even the most heinous 
of crimes and shrives, then that person will be forgiven and spared eternal damnation. 
In other words, like Cambridge, it repeats that the text as served as a warning, and 
then again repeats this idea in the stanzas unique to Ashmole; like Rawlinson, it 
demands that sinners confess and take penance, even "if a mane have no preste" to 
confess to (Ashmole 286). The final 6 lines are almost identical to the last stanza of 
Rawlinson-the Ashmole version appeals directly to God and divine authority, and 
"Amen" concludes the text after the final line "Lord fore pin holy grace" (Ashmole 
297). 
If Ashmole uses both the Cambridge and Rawlinson endings, plus the addition 
of the two unique stanzas, it is possible for Ashmole to contain either introduction. 
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Since Ashmole focuses so heavily on both the demand for penance (like Rawlinson) 
and the warning of what can happen (or what will not happen) if one does not heed 
this advice (like Cambridge), it is easy to see that Ashmole, more likely than not, 
shares more similarities with Rawlinson's introduction than the introduction to 
Cambridge. Though Rawlinson's conclusion diverges from the conclusion of 
Cambridge noticeably, Rawlinson's introduction contains an accompaniment to both 
the concluding warning and prayer and Cambridge's introduction contains an 
accompaniment to concluding warning. Since Ashmole contains both a concluding 
warning and prayer (with a summary of the text's major points between), it is fair to 
assume that Ashmole's introduction contains an accompanying prayer and warning as 
well. 
There are many reasons for the absence of a prayer at the beginning and end 
of the Cambridge version, given previous discussion on sermons and the presentation 
of religious material in the absence of a bishop or priest. If the Cambridge version of 
"The Incestuous Daughter" was used in a sermon for Holy Week that was actually 
given by a bishop or priest, a changeable, separate prayer being presented before and 
separate from the text makes sense, especially if the bishop or priest reused the text 
for multiple programs. The inclusion of a prayer at the open and close of the 
Rawlinson and Ashmole versions are more suggestive of a sermon in the absence of a 
bishop or priest: there is a clear opening to the sermon, a prayer, then the parable, and 
lastly a closing prayer. This ordering and content resembles a short mass; it is almost 
a "mass for dummies" in that it contains all of the elements of a complete mass, even 
those aspects the priest or bishop would have probably memorized. Interestingly, the 
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Ashmole version even refers to instructions on church methodology in  the absence of 
the clergy, directing the audience that "if a man have no preste/To a man pat sytte 
hym nexte,/3eme to hym schryfe" (Ashmole 286-8 8).  
Diverging Themes 
The dominant theme of these three versions of "The Incestuous Daughter" is 
linked to forgiveness: in the Ashmole and Cambridge versions, the focus is on the 
mercy of God in light of the most heinous sins and the absence of that mercy without 
penance. Again, this method is passive compared to the slightly different moral lesson 
of the Rawlinson text, and that moral focuses on the necessity of penance to obtain 
God's grace. In other words, Ashmole and Cambridge focus more on defining and 
explaining the extent of God's grace and mercy, and the Rawlinson text focuses more 
on the duty of an individual person to confess for absolution, and constantly 
reinforces that those actions are demanded of each individual. 
Ashmole and Cambridge achieve a lesson about the extent of the grace and 
mercy of God by focusing on just how atrocious the actions of the daughter are: these 
scenes that are in both Cambridge and Ashmole are absent from the Rawlinson 
version. In the scene where the daughter, after becoming a prostitute, is distressed 
over her lack of business during a Good Friday sermon, the Ashmole and Cambridge 
versions extend the scene and expand the repulsiveness of the daughter by including 
details about her attempted enticement of some squires in the church during the 
sermon (Cambridge 200- 1 1 ;  Ashmole 1 96-207); in the scene directly preceding this, 
she informs the "fiends," who lead her by chains, of her exact intentions in going to 
the church (Cambridge 1 85 ;  Ashmole 1 8 1 ). The daughter is so foul by this point in 
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the tale that she even interrupts a Good Friday sermon in order to continue on  in her 
lewdness. This lewdness inspires the bishop, not to suggest or speak of penance, but 
to speak of "goddis mercy" (Cambridge 2 1 6; Ashmole 2 1 2). 
In the Cambridge text, the scene where the father seeks penance differs 
significantly from the Rawlinson version as well. The order in which the events occur 
emphasizes different aspects of the scene in each text, and consequently emphasizes 
either God' s  mercy or the duty of an individual to repent for his or her sins. In the 
Cambridge text, the father first feels remorse for his actions, next goes to church, and 
then finally, after being inspired by "pe grace of god almy3t" (Cambridge 8 1  ), he 
confesses and seeks penance for his incestuous behavior. In Rawlinson, on the other 
hand, it is implied that the father's feelings of remorse are the direct cause of his 
going to church, rather than an effect of his having been there-he doesn't have to 
ponder his actions when he a:rrives, he simply falls on his knees and understands that 
he must seek penance (Rawlinson 1 00- 1 05) .  The compassion of God is emphasized in 
the first example, and the significance of penance to earn God's grace is emphasized 
in the second. 
God's grace ts emphasized as the cause of the desire for penance in 
Cambridge and Ashmole, while in Rawlinson, penance is necessary to obtain that 
grace. Cambridge and Ashmole even go so far as to attribute the daughter' s  initial 
tears of remorse to contact with ideas about the mercy of God. In the Rawlinson text, 
the fact that the daughter weeps when she realizes the magnitude of the grace of God 
is mentioned only once. In Cambridge and Ashmole, it is repeated, greatly 
emphasizing the necessity of God's grace in order to reach a stage where one can 
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repent and take penance and gain both his favor and heaven. Additionally, Cambridge 
and Ashmole include a scene where the bishop entreats the members of the 
congregation to ask God where the daughter' s  soul is after she dies (Cambridge 263-
66; Ashmole 265-68); Rawlinson does not contain this scene. The significance of this 
scene in regards to the varying themes is obvious-the priest is essentially entreating 
the congregation to ask God just how merciful he is, drawing the audience' s attention 
back to this idea. 
Penance is important to all three versions of the text, but is the primary focus 
of only the Rawlinson manuscript. It is even more evident when the differing details 
of each text are compared-though all three of the versions are actually very similar, 
the small details make an immense difference in regards to theme. The Cambridge 
and Ashmole texts describe the release of the incestuous daughter from her fiend­
controlled chains before she actually confesses or seeks penance; in the Rawlinson 
text, we never see them actually leave her, and can only assume that they have done 
so after her death, when the voice calls down that "pe soule of pis synfull wyght/is 
now in heuyn lyght/Befere Ihesu cryst so dere" (Rawlinson 250-52). The texts that 
emphasize the awesome grace of God emphasize God' s  grace as the cause for the 
desire for penance; texts that emphasize the need to make penance in order to earn 
that grace offer slightly different details in a slightly different order, reinforcing the 
idea that that grace must be both sought after and earned. 
IV. Editorial Practices 
The manuscripts are transcribed with few emendations in order to preserve, as 
much as possible, each text in its original form. For each manuscript, hook ' s ' (1) is 
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changed to ' s;'40 '3' (yogh) and 'p '  (thorn), as well as the 'ff' that appears at the 
beginning of lines (lines that begin with 'f') are all retained. Since 'u' and 'v' are 
virtually indistinguishable in each manuscript, these letters are transcribed according 
to the modem and traditional practices of 'v' for word-initial 'u' or 'v,' and 'u' for all 
other occurrences of 'u' and 'v,' except where noted. Also according to modern 
practices, any 'm' or 'n' in the manuscripts written with an elaborated and extended 
tail is transcribed as ' -m' or ' -n' rather than ' -me' or ' -ne.'41 All abbreviations are 
extended, and these extensions follow the spelling conventions of the scribe as much 
as possible; these extensions are italicized. The barred ' 11 '  is transcribed as ' -lie'; 
though there is disagreement in regards to the interpretation of the barred double ' 1, '  I 
interpret it as stated because there are instances of unbarred ' 11' that occur when there 
is a word-final ' e. '42 Editors' diverging interpretations of individual words that can 
affect meaning are noted, and punctuation is added to aid the ease of reading 
comprehension. 
40 'P appears within words and as a word-initial letter; it is almost never used as a word-final letter. 
41 Carl Horstmann transcribes these letters as '-me' and ' -ne. ' 
42 "telle" in Rawlinson line 15  has a scribed word-final 'e '  and there is no bar through ' 11. ' 
TRANSCRIBED TEXTS: 
Rawlinson Poetry 1 1 8 fol. 1 1 6r- 1 1 8v 
1 .  Jhesu, pat heuin & erthe began 
2. And aftyr hys forme made man, 
3 .  A s  it was hys wylle, 
4. He 3eue us 43 goode 44 or we hens wen de 
5 .  Of oure synnes us 45 to amende--
6. Hys hestys046 to fulfylle. 
7 .  Synfull man, if pou it knowyth 
8 .  With goodwill pou it  owyth, 
9.  Be day & eke o be nyght, 
1 0. Hym to honoure & to love, 
1 1 . Ihesu pat syttyth us all aboue--
1 2. Most of aile myght. 
1 3 . I wille 30u telle of an auenture 
1 4. Ffor to amend synnes 30ure, 
1 5 . Lystyn & I wille 30u telle, 
1 6. And 3e pat wylyn with good wille here, 
1 7. Grete good 3e mono here & lere o --
43 The curvature of the word-initial letter is clearly a 'u. ' 
44 Thurn: "grace" 
45 The curvature of the word-initial letter is clearly a 'u. ' 
46 OED hest, n1• "vow, promise, determination." 
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commands 
also 
people/learn 
1 8 . Lystynythe to my spelle . 
1 9. In pe byshopriche0 of gyan47 
20. A mane per was of myche0 mayn, 
2 1 .  And riche of lond & lede o ; 
22. A wyfe he had gent & fre, 
23 . I>e fayrest womane pat myth be, 
24. And fulle of almes dede. 
25 . A dowter pei had hem between, 
26. I>e fayrest woman pat mythe o bene, 
27. makyd of fleshe & bloode; 
28.  But on hard chaunce hire was lent, 
29. Or she out of pis world48 went, 
30 .  But aile it turnyd to good. 
3 1 .  Sweche a dede she had !-wrought, 
32. In dedly synne she was !-brought, 
33 .  Withouten any oper bote;049 
34. And sweche a grace god hire lent, 
35 .  I> at she come wele to  amendment50 --
40 
bishopric (diocese) 
much/power 
land and vassals 
may (might) 
advantage 
47 "Gyan" is Guienne or Guyenne, a region in the southwest of France; England and France contested 
for this area throughout the Middle Ages. See Capgrave 1 50, 1 99, 2 19 ,  225-27. 
48 'r'  inserted in ms. 
49 Also "good" and "atonement" (OED). 
36. God leve pat we so mote. o 
37.  I>e fend of helle ageyn skylle, 
3 8. Put into hire sweche wille 
39 .  Here faderes love to wynne; 
40. Also temptyd was pis man, 
4 1 .  His own dowter for to tan, 
42. To do dedly synne. 
43 . What helpithe lenger to say, 
44. I>e come bothe5 1  togeder on a day, 
45 . Into 52 a priuy stede; 
46. 
47. 
48. 
Of loue he besouth o he douter 3arne, o 
And53 she nold054 not hym warne, 
I>orow pe fendys rede. oSS  
49. Ffor he ne mythe hire no the forgoo, 
50. Of loue he besouthe his56 douter soo, 
5 1 .  His wille for to haue; 
might 
besought/(y)earn 
wouldn 't 
advice 
50 There is a crossed out word in the ms between "Ihe" and "come"-looks like "cone" (probably a 
misspelling of "come"). 
51 Thurn omits. 
52 Horstmann: "Ofln to." 
53 Horstmann: "nd. '' 
54 not+wold 
55 Also "counsel" or "reMEDy" (OED). 
56 There is something written between lines 49 & 50 above this word. 
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52. In holy scripture as men it fynd, 
53 .  Vpon his douter ageyn kynd, 
54. He gate a wol fayre knaue. o 
55 .  I>e tyme come thorow goddis grace 
56.  I>at pe child I-bore was--
57.  Hire hert was fulle sore; 
58 .  For she nold pat man wist it non, 
59. Sche brake pe childes neckebon--
60. Hire synnes were pe more . 
6 1 .  3ete she coud neuer blynne, 0 
62. But leuyd euer forthe in dedly synne, 
63 . In hoke as we haue herd; 
64. I>e hoke witnessithe apertly,057 
65.  Knaue childerin she had hym by, 
66. And alle she hem forfard. o 
67. So preuyly togeder pei wrought 
68 .  I>at man on hyne58 ne wyst0 it  nought 
69. Whereabouthe pei 3ede; o 
70. Vpon a day hire moder cam 
42 
knave (male child) 
desist 
clearly (plainly) 
destroyed 
knew 
went 
57 Missing syllable indicated by a strike through the tail of 'p. '  
58 Thurn & Horstmann: "lyue." "hyne" makes more sense/better parallels Cambridge ms (C line 50). 
7 1 .  And togedyr she hem nam 
72. And fownd hem with dede. 
73 . 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
8 1 .  
82. 
83 . 
84. 
"Alias," she sayd, "pat 3e weryn born--
Lyue & soule 3e han forlorn, 
Day withouten ende; 
3e ben I-tauthe059 to pe fend of helle, 
With 3oue wille I no Ienger dwelle--
ffro 30ue wille I now wend." 
I>e good man began to say, 
"Iwis she wille us betray, 
& brynge us in mekille o wrake. "060 
"Sertis," quod hire douter pore, 6 1 
"Sche ne shalle sey no more,62 
& I may hire ouertake." 
85 .  And porow pe fendys entysment, 
86. After hire moder she is I-went 
87. An one into pe halle, 
88.  And with a knyfe to hire she stirte 063 
taught 
much/suffering 
started 
59 MED, techen, v. def. 1 3 :  "commit oneself to the care of," or "commit to the service of." 
60 Suffering specifically associated with punishment or revenge (OED). 
6 1 Thurn & Horstmann: "pore." Initial letter could be 'p'  or 'y. ' See OED: 'yore, adv. ' 
62 Thurn uses "So ne shall it be no more" with Cambridge's  "So shalle hit not be" in the critical 
apparatus. 
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89. And smote hire modyr to pe herte--
90. To dethe she gane falle. 
9 1 .  And whan pis dede was I -done, 
92. Sche toke pe body swythe o sone 
93 . & leyd it in a chist 
94. And beryed it porow here boperso rede,64 
95 . As she had I be fayre dede 
96. I>at no man it newyst. 
97. 3ete she coud neue 65 blynne, 
98.  But leuyd ever forthe in dedly synne--
99. Be day & eke be nythe; 
1 00. I>e good man with good entent, 
1 0 1 .  To holy chyrche he is I-wente, 
1 02. I>orow grace of god almythe. 
1 03 . On knes he felle beforn pe rode 
1 04. And thought wele & understode, 
1 05 .  His synne he wold forsake; 
1 06. If he mythe haue for3evenans 
44 
very 
both their 
63 OED, "start," def. 2. a., "To move with a bound or sudden violent impulse from a position of rest; to 
come suddenly from, out of a place of concealment"; also 2. c. "To make a sudden attack (upon)." 
64 Buried it according to both their suggestions. 
65 Horstmann & Thurn: 'neuer'-w-f 'e '  is present and unelaborated (no 'r') 
1 07. And for his synnes do penanns, 
1 08 .  Schrife he wold take. 
1 09 .  
1 1 0 .  
1 1 1 .  
1 12 .  
1 1 3 .  
1 14 .  
1 1 5 .  
1 1 6 .  
1 1 7.  
1 1 8 .  
1 1 9 .  
1 20 .  
Quan aile pe folke was out of chirche goon, 
A prest to hyme he called anon, 
Stille withouten stryue; 
He tod aile togeder end & orde, 066 
How he had don iche a worde, 
And aile togeder his lyue. 
I>e prest sayd "hast pou good wille? 
Of pi dedis pou hast don ille, 
Schrift for to take, 
I>at pou ne shalt with pi douter dele, 
At bed, at bord, 067 at mete, ne at mele--
Hire pou most forsake. 
1 2 1 .  If pou wolt penauns fonde, 
1 22 .  Take pi  wey into holy lond--
1 23 .  I>er God was qwicke0 & dede;68 
66 End and ord=beginning to end. 
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confession 
origin 
table 
alive 
67 OED, bord, n. , 6. spec. a., A table used for meals; now, always, a table spread for a repast. Chiefly 
poetical, exc. in certain phrases, esp. in association with bed to denote domestic relations; OED, bed, 
n. l. l .c . ,  bed and board: entertainment with lodging and food; Of a wife :  full connubial relations, as 
wife and mistress of the household. 
68 OED, qwicke ( & dede ), n. , alive, lit. "quick" (living) and "dead." See Acts 10 :42 and Apostle 's 
Creed. 
1 24. 3is forsothe sere," seyd he, 
1 25 .  While my lyue lest me, 
1 26. I wille done after pi rede." 
1 27 .  I>e prest soylyd hym of hys synnys, 
1 28 .  I>e  good manne went hom to his Innis--
1 29. I>er his douter was; 
1 30. His douter had here mete I-made--
1 3 1 .  She bad hym sytte & make hym glade 
1 32. And mad hym fayre solas. 
1 33 .  "Do way douter, swech pinge, 
1 34. I kepe no more of pi pleynge--
1 35 .  My shrift I haue take, 
1 36 .  I>at me shalt with the69 no more dele, 
1 3  7.  At mete, at bord, at bed, ne at mele--
1 38 .  My synne I have forsake. 
1 39. "A," she seyd, "wickyd man, 
1 40. Hast pou here aboute 1-gane? 
1 4 1 . Wele euyl it shalle pe lyke--
1 42. I>ou hast made me my moder to sle 
1 43 .  And my fayre sones aile thre, 
69 First occurrence of word-initial 'th' being used instead of 'p . '  
46 
1 44. And now pou wilt me swike.070 
1 45 .  She seyd "sythin it i s  soo 
1 46. On anoder way it shall goo, 
1 47. Or tomorowyn prime;07 1 
1 48 .  I>ou hast me brought in aile pis gyle, 
1 49. W ele I wille qwite pe pi qwile, 
1 50. Whane I may sey my tyme. 
1 5 1 .  And whan pe nythe was comyn anon 
1 52. I>e good man was to his bedde I goon, 
1 5  3 .  His rest for to take; 
1 54. Ffor erly he wold with pe day 
1 55 .  In pylgrymage wend his way 
1 56. Ffor his synnes sake. 
1 57. And porow pe fendys entysynge 
1 58 .  His douter pouthe0 anoper pinge, 
1 59. Wele wers for to doo; 
1 60. And whan hire fader on slepe was, 
1 6 1 . She went here peder0 a wole gode pas 
1 62. And cutte his prote a too . 
70 Also "to deceive" (MED). 
71 Early morning time of prayer, usually around 6 a.m. (OED). 
47 
ens are 
morning 
thought 
thither 
1 63 .  She toke with hire tresoure pere, 
1 64.  As myche as she mythe here, 
1 65 .  And hire felawas 72 thre, 
1 66 .  And went out of pat town 
1 67. Into a borow of grete renown 
1 68 .  And wonyd in pat cyte. 
1 69 .  Of pat tresoure she spent fast, 
1 70 .  Aile pe qwile pat i t  wold last,73 
1 7 1 . With grete dauncynge & pride, 
1 72 .  With gentyile men of pat cuntre, 
1 73 . Hem to play with hire be too & thre, 
1 74.  Fast be iche a syde. 
1 75 .  Aile pe woman pat wold folies 74 
1 76 .  3ome0 pei come to hir scoles0 
1 77 .  Ffuile fast, many & fele; 75 
1 78 .  She ne forsoke prest ne clerke, 
1 79 .  Ne non pat weyrd breche0 ne serke076 
1 80 .  I>at with hire wold dele. 
48 
eager/schools 
breech(es)/sark 
72 In the MS, the end of this word (after the 2nd 'a') is messy-it looks like several letters are written on 
top of one another. 
73 "is" is crossed out between "pt" and "it" in the ms. 
74 In the ms there is a crossed-out word between "pe" and "woman." 
75 "may" is crossed out in the ms between "faft" and "many." 
76 A shirt. 
1 8 1 . She was ful fayre of body, 
1 82. She 3ave hire al to lechery 
1 83 .  And to pat dedly synne; 
1 84. Ffor she ne wend never more 
1 85 .  Ffor synne pat she hadde77 do before, 
1 86 .  Heuyne blys to wynne. 
1 87. Vpon a fryday porow78 goddis sond079 
1 88 .  Sent austyn prechid in80 pat lond81 
1 89 .  And in that cyte; 
1 90. Aile pe men of pat 82 town 
1 9 1 .  Went to his predicacion, 
1 92. Hyrne for to here & se. 
1 93 .  But pis synfull woman83 
1 94.  And hyre felaws euery84 oon 
1 95 .  Be left at here Inne; 
1 96. Woo was hym85 pat ylke0 day--
sending 
same 
77 In ms, between lines 1 84 and 1 85 and between '1he ' and ' do '  in line 1 85,  'he, ' 'hd, ' or 'had' is 
crossed out, with "hadde" written in the left margin next to line 1 85 .  
78 In the ms, there are two short vertical lines written above 'p. ' 
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79 In the ms word-fmal letter is 'g' with a 'd' written over it. OED, god, n . ,  IV. 1 6.c., god's sond, send: 
what is sent by God. 
80 In ms, 'y' or 'p '  is crossed out before this word. 
8 1  See Saint Augustine' s  The City ofGod, XV. 1 6. 
82 In the ms, something is crossed out between "pt" and "towne." 
83 Handwriting looks a little different starting here; also new ms page. 
84 In the ms, word is "euy" with a mark indicating a missing 'r'and possibly 'e , '  so word could also be 
"eury" or "euery." See OED entry for "every, a. " 
1 97 .  I>er come no men with hem to play, 
1 98 .  Ne no syluyre myght pei wyne.86 
1 99 .  To chyrch pei be went 
200. In pe name of godd omnipotent 
20 1 .  And hys modyre marye; 
202. l>e holy bychop per he stode, 
203 . Prechyd words pat were goode--
204. On hyre he cast hy87 eye. 
205 . Ffore fendys pat were false 
206. He sey abowte hyr halse o ,  
207. And be foure cheynnys hyre ledde 
208.  And be eypir arm ledd hyr on; 
209 .  I> e  holy man say hem euerychonne, 
2 1 0. Gret wondyre per of he hadde. 
2 1 1 .  Thorow pe grace of godd allmycht 
2 1 2. A worde in to hyre gan lyght 
2 1 3 .  I> at pe byschop per spake; 
2 14 .  A tere fell oute ofhyre eye, 
neck 
85 In the ms, hyre is crossed out & has a small 'm' written at the end of the word. 
86 In the ms, line ends and bracket to line 195  begins with "myght," with "pei wyne" written in the 
space below line 1 98 and a line connecting this insertion and the bracket that connects 1 95 & 1 98 .  
8 7  hys. 
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2 1 5 . And be hyre it gan donne :flye, 
2 1 6. And hyre coloure brake. 
2 1  7. Sche sett hyre down on hyre kne 
2 1 8 . To godd she besowght in trynyte 
2 1 9. & mercy began to craue, 
220. And seyd "syre byschoppe I am sche--
221 .  All day pou hast prechyd of me, 
222. & here pou mayst me haue. 
223 . I have do all pe dedely synne 
224. pat any woman myght begynne 
225 . Ageyne goddys lawe; 
226. Be88 my fadyre I have do folye--
227. Thre chyldre I had hym bye, 
228 .  & all I haue hem slawe. 
229. My modyr I stekyd with a knyfe, 
230. My fadyre I bereft hys lyfe--
23 1 .  Sere byschopp I pe seye, 
232. Now in pis stede purcharyte,089 
233 .  Scryfte I aske o f  pe, 
88 Scribbled/crossed out letter before this word in ms. 
89 OED: also "by or for Christian love." 
5 1  
out of charity 
234. Ffor sorow or I deye." 
235.  Pe byschop seyd anon hyr tylle, 
236. "Woman, a lytyll whyle be stylle, 
237. Tylle my sermon be do." 
238.  Sche was so full of sorow & care, 
239. Sche fell in swownyng befome hym pare--
240. Hyr hert brast0 a too. 
24 1 .  Whan pe byschop had seyd hys wylie 
242. He had all pe pupyll sytt stylle--
243 . Anon to hyre he lepte; 
244. He fond hyre dede amongst90 hem alle--
245 . On hyre he gan hope clepe & calle, o 
246. & sore fore hyre he wepte. 
24 7. Pe byschop seyd an orysone o ,  
248 .  An aungell cam from heuyn a done, 
249. Pat he myght it here, 
250. And seyd, "pe sowle of pis synfull wyght09 1 
25 1 .  Is now in heuyn lyght 
252. Befere Ihesu cryst so dere." 
90 Dash between "among" and "hem" in ms. 
burst 
summon and call 
orison (prayer) 
creature 
9 1 OED, wyght, n. 1 .  b. "orig. and chiefly with (good or bad) epithet, applied to supernatural, 
preternatural, or unearthly beings." 
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253 .  "Sere byschop," he seyd, "pou art wyse--
254. Asoyle pe body pat here lyse 
255.  & ley it  in a graue; 
256. Ffor if any man do folye 
257. And he wyll of Ihesu aske mercye, 
258 .  Mercy he92 schall haue." 
259. l>e kyng pat is of myghtys most, 
260. Ffadyre, sone, & holy gost, 
26 1 .  3eve us myght & space 
262. Whan we haue do here oure ende 
263 . Into ioye93 for to wende, 
264 .  Amen lord for94 pi  grace.95 
92 compare to other version (looks like 'hw' in ms). 
93 " is crossed out in ms before "ioye." 
94 inserted into ms. 
95 Underneath/to the right of the fmal line, something tiny and difficult to read is written ( 6-7 letters 
long)--it' s  not part of or an addition to the fmal line, as the fmal line is complete. 
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Cambridge MS F .f. 5 .48 fol. 44r-48r 
1 .  Herkyns now bothe more and lasse, 
2 .  I wille you telle of a heuy0 casse; 0 
3 .  Listyns I wille yow telle, 
4. If 3e pis tale wille here, 
5 .  Sum gode perin 3e o mone96 I ere, o 
6. At home if 3e wille dwell e .  
7 .  Ther was a man of myculle 097 mayne o 
8.  In pe bissopriche o of wyan, 
9.  Riche of londe and ledis; 0 
1 0. He hade a wyfe gentille & fre, 
1 1 . The best woman pat my3t be, 
1 2. And fulle of almys dedis. 
1 3 .  A dou3tur they had between hem twoo, 
1 4. The fayrest pat my3t on erth goo, 
1 5 . Made of flesshe and blode; 
1 6. A fulle harde grace was hir lentte, 
1 7. Er she owt of pis worde wentte 
1 8 . And aile hit turned to gode. 
54 
heavy (serious)/case 
you/men/learn 
much/power 
bishopric (diocese) 
land and vassals 
96 Hartshorne, Downing, and Horstmann & Barbour: "mow." See Rawlinson line 1 7  ("mone"). 
97 Hartshorne: "my call." 
1 9. 
20. 
2 1 .  
22. 
23 . 
24. 
25 . 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
3 1 .  
32. 
33 .  
34. 
35 .  
36. 
Sech dedis hade she wrou3e 
In dedly synne she was brou3t 
In wanhope o without bote; 098 
Such a grace was hir lent 
Pat she come to mendment, 
God graunte pat we so mow3te. o 
The fende of helle agayn° skylle,099 
Put in hir a harde wille 
Hur fadur luf to wynne; 
And also temped was pat man, 
His owne dou3tur for to tan, 
To do a dediy synne. 
Pe fende tempted hym on a day, 
Pe may den came, pe so the to say, 
In a pryue0 100 stede;0 101 
Hur fadur prayed hir of luf deme0 1 02 
And she wolde hym not werne 
Thorow pe fendis rede. o 
98 Also "advantage" or "atonement" (MED). 
99 OED, skylle, n. that which is right or just. 
100 Also secret, hidden (often has sexual ref.) (OED). 
101  Also "a part ofthe body" (OED). 
102 Also "evil" (OED). 
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created 
despair/ good 
might 
against/good 
private/stead 
deceitful (secret) 
advice 
3 7.  The fadur with his dou3tur did his wille : 
3 8. They 3ede togedur prively & stille--
39 .  I>ei were wondur wylde; 
40. In holy churche as clerkys fynde, 
4 1 .  On his dou3tur agayne kynde, 
42. I>er he gate a knave childe. 
43 . 3et pei wolde nolde0 103 of pat blynne, 0 
44. But lyved forth in dedly synne, 
45 .  In romans as we rede; 
46. Holy chuche berys wytnesse sadde: 
47. Thre knave childur be hym she hadde, 
48. And alle she putte to dede. 
49. So prively togedur pei wrou3t, 
50. I>at no man perceyued104 hem nou3t 
5 1 .  Wheraboute pei 3ede; 0 
52. V pon a day hir modur con gon 
53 .  Ffulle priuely hir self all on, 
54. And fonde hem in pe 105 dede. 
55 .  "Alasse," she said, "pat 3e  were borne, 
103 not+wolde 
104 -er represented by strike through tail of 'p' (p ) . 
105 Hartshorne: "this.'' 
56 
not/cease 
went 
56. Ffulle wele I woe 3e ar forlorne--
57. 3e ar pe deuols of helle."106 
58 .  "Alasse," he seyde, "now am I woo. 
59.  I wot she wille bewrye o us too--
60. Gret sorow con he make."107 
6 1 .  "Nay," seid his dou3tur, "so mot I the, 
62. So shalle hit not be, 
63 . And I may hir ouretake." 
64. Thorow pe devels intisement108 
65 . Aftur hir modur she went, 
66. Even into pe halle; 
67. A knyfe in hir hande she hent0 ful smerte0 1 09 
68 .  And smote hir modur to pe herte, 
69. I>at ded down can she falle . 
70. When pat synfulle dede was done, 
7 1 .  They toke pe body up sone 
72 . And leyde hit in a cheste, 
73 . And beryd pe cors with hope her rede, 
106 Downing deletes this line. 
57 
wit (know) 
accuse or expose 
held/smart 
107 Horstmann & Barbour and Downing interpret this line as the narrator speaking (do not include in 
father's speech). "He" in line 60 should be "she" (see Rawlinson lines 80-8 1 ). 
108 Hartshorne: "notiesment." 
109 Vigorously or forcibly. 
74. As she sodenly hade be ded, 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
8 1 .  
82. 
83 . 
84. 
85 .  
86.  
87. 
I> at no man odur wiste o .  
3et wolde pei not lefe1 10 her foly, 
But lyued forth in lechory, 
Be day and eke o be ny3t; 
Aile on a day to church he went 
With goode wille and gode intent, 
Thorow pe grace of god almy3t. 
He bethou3e hym & undurstode 
In how synfulle life he 3ede--
His synnes he wolde forsake; 
And if he my3t have legeans o 1 1 1  
Ffor his synnes to do penans, 
Schrifte o he thou3t to take. 
88 .  When folke out of pe kyrke wer gon, 
89. pe man folowed pe preest anon 
90. Stille withowte strife; 
9 1 .  He tolde pe preest his synnes ychon, 
1 10 Hartshorne: "lese." 
knew 
also 
thought upon 
license 
confession 
1 1 1  Legeans, n .  license, permission (MED: error for license; OED, licence, n. 1 .  b .  spec. Leave or 
permission to depart; chiefly in phrase, "to take one's licence, to take one's leave; also licence and 
58 
congee"; Obs. (Cf. n. , def. 2b, and n. \ def. 2.) . May be a combination of "congee" 
and "licence." 
92. How he and his dou3tur had don 
93 . And aile was holden her life. 
94. I>e preest seid, "hast pou gode wille 
95 . Ffor pi1 12 synne pou hast done ille, 
96. Schrifte for to take; 
97. I>ou shalt not be pi dou3tur lye, 
98. Nor touche hir with no vilany--
99. I>i synnes pou most forsake. 
1 00 .  If  pou pi  penance wilt undurstonde, 
1 0 1 .  I>ou most unto pe holy londe 
1 02 .  Wher god was whik & dede."0 1 1 3 
1 03 .  3is forsothe seid he: 1 14 
1 04 .  "If my life wille laste me, 
1 05 .  I wille do aftur thy red e." 
1 06. When he was schryuen o of his synnes, 
1 07. He went hom in to his Innes 
1 08 .  Wher his dou3tur was; 
1 09. His dou3tur hade his meyte o made--
1 1 0.  She bade hur fadur make hym glade 
1 12 Hartshorne: "they." 
1 13 Acts 1 0 :42; Apostle 's Creed. 
1 14 Horstmann & Barbour include this line as part of the father' s  speech. 
59 
alive ( & dead) 
confessed 
meal (nourishment) 
1 1 1 . And made hym fayre solace o . 
1 1 2.  "Do 1 15 way dou3tur, sich thynge .  
1 1 3 .  I wille no more of  p i  playnge, 
1 14 .  At mete nor at no mele--
1 1 5 .  My synnes I haue forsake." 
1 1 6.  She seid "fadur, wyckud man, 
1 1 7. Haste pou told pe preist oure synnes ychan? 
1 1 8 .  Ffulle ille pou shalt hit like--
1 1 9. I>ou made me furst my thre childur to sloo, 
1 20. And my dere modur also, 
1 2 1 .  To pe hert for to smyte. 
1 22 .  I>ou wotte o welle pat hit i s  soo 
1 23 .  And opur gatis0 hit shalle goo, 
1 24. Er to mome at prime;0 1 16 
1 25 .  I>ou hast me brou3t into pis ille, 
1 26. And I shalle ful wele haue my wille 
1 27. When I se my tyme." 
128 .  When it was tyme ofpe ny3t, 
115 Hartshorne: "go." 
1 16 Early morning time ofprayer, usually around 6 a.m. (OED). 
60 
pleasure 
know 
ways 
an early hour 
1 2  9.  Pe go de man was to bed di 3t, o 1 1 7 
1 30 .  His rest for to take; 
1 3 1 .  The god man thou3t when hit was day 
1 3  2 .  In pilgremage to wen de his wey 
1 3 3 .  Ffor his synnes sake. 
1 34. Thorow pe fendis intisyng 
1 35 .  Pe dou3tur pou3t anodur thyng--
1 36. Hir fadur for to sloo; 
1 37 .  When hir fadur on slepe was, 
1 38 .  She hyed o to hym a gret pas 0 
1 39 .  and karue his hart in twoo. 
1 40 .  Whan she hade don as I yow telle, 
1 4 1 . Per wolde she no longur dwelle, 
1 42 .  But1 1 8 buskee1 19 hir son to gon; 
1 43 .  She 3ede into a fere cuntre 
1 44.  Per no man knew hir pryvete, 
1 45 .  Nor from what stid she come. 
1 46 .  She toke tresur as I yow swere, 
1 4  7.  Also myculle as she my3t here, 
laid 
hastened/pace 
prepared 
1 17 DOE, di3t, v. , to be put (into a specific condition); OED, dight, v. 4. b. ,  to have sexual contact. 
6 1  
1 18 There is a hook 's '  with a strike through it between "but" and "busket." Hartshorne inserts "she." 
1 19 Hartshorne: "busvet." 
148 .  And opur felawes thre; 
149. I>ei went out of pat towne 
1 50 .  To a borow0 of gret renowne 
1 5 1 .  And per wormed o in pat cuntre. 
1 52. They spend it per fulle fast, 
1 53 .  Whil pat her gode wold last 
1 54. In gret honoure and in pride; 
1 55 .  Men of pat cuntre, as I yow say, 
1 56 .  Comyn thidur with hir to play, 
1 57. Abowte an ilke o aside. 
1 58 .  She was faire woman in alie thynge, 
1 59 .  Sche gafto lechory hir likynge, 
1 60 .  And of hir life not to mende; 
1 6 1 .  She hopid never heuon to wynne 
1 62 .  Ffor pe synne pat she was in, 
1 63 .  But helle withowt ende. 
1 64 .  Aile wyckud men pat were fals 
1 65 .  I>ei came to  hur scolis, o 120 
1 66. She helde mony & fell; 
1 67 .  She forsoke noupur preest nor clerke, 
120 To submit to being taught by someone. 
borough 
dwelled 
each 
schools 
62 
1 68 .  Nor non pat lechory wolde werke, 
1 69. I> at wolde with hur dwelle. 
1 70. 
1 7 1 .  
1 72. 
1 73 .  
1 74. 
1 75 .  
So befelle tho row goddis sonde, o 1 2 1  
I>e bisshop pat was of pat londe 
Prechid in pat cite; 
Alle gode men of pat towne 
Come to his predicacion, 0 
Hym to herkyn and se. 
1 76. But pat synfulle woman 
1 77. With hir felows everychon 
1 78 .  Lafte stille in pat strete; 
1 79. Sory was she pat ilke day 
1 80. I>at no man with hir wold play--
1 8 1 .  Siluer my3t she non gete. 
1 82. 
1 83 .  
1 84. 
1 85 .  
1 86 .  
Tille hur felowes she seide 
"To pe church go we I rede, o 
As swythe o as we may; 
I>er may we sum 3onge o man fynde 
I> at is both curtesse and hynde, o 122 
1 2 1  OED, god, n . ,  IV. 1 6.c. , god's sond, send: what is sent by God. 
122 Also "pleasing to the sight" or "dexterous" (OED). Hartshorne: "k:ynde." 
63 
sending 
predication(sermon) 
advise 
swift(ly) 
young 
kind 
1 87. Pat wille with us play." 
1 88 .  Thorow pe grace of  god almy3t 
1 89. Pat is mercifulle to euery wy3t, o 
1 90. And thru3 his modur Mary, 
1 9 1 .  The holy bisshop pat per stode 
1 92. Prechid wordis bothe fayre & gode--
1 93 .  On hir he cast his ee. 
1 94.  Ffoure fendis se he als0 123 
1 95 .  Hongyng fast aboute hir hals,0 124 
1 96 .  And with chenys hir ledde, 
1 97 .  Into pe kyrke con pei gon; 
1 98 .  Pe  bisshope saw pe fendis ilk on o --
1 99. Per of wondur he hade. 
200. About her nek a coler stronge, 
20 1 .  Ffendis sed hir with arrable o songe 
202 .  Behynde and 3eke0 before; 
203 . Pe bisshop wist wei be paim 125 
204. Pat synfulle was pat woman--
205 . Ffor hir he siked sore. 
123 Hartshorne deletes this word. 
124 Hartshorne deletes this word. 
125 Hartshorne: "than." 
64 
creature 
also 
neck 
each one 
horrible 
also 
206. 
207. 
208. 
209. 
2 1 0. 
2 1 1 .  
2 12. 
2 1 3 .  
2 14. 
2 1 5 .  
2 1 6. 
2 1 7. 
2 1 8 . 
2 1 9. 
220. 
22 1 .  
222. 
223 . 
She putte to a squyer & on hym loogh o 
And hym be pe slefe she drowgh 
And opur of hir felaws also; 
He bade hir go away--
Hit was apon a gode Friday--
With hir pei wolde not goo. 
I>e bisshop lokid and saw all this: 
Sore in hert he was iwys 0 
When he lokid hur untille 
I>e fende he thou3t to wreke--
Off goddis mercy cowde he speke, 
Bothe lowde and stille. 
Thorow pe grace of god almy3t, 
A worde into hir body li3t 
I>at pe bisshop speke; 
Terys felle hir een o froo--
Down on hir brest cowth pei 126 goo--
Hur colars pei al too breke. 
224. Ffyndes pat be pe armus hur ladde, 
126 Hartshorne: "thir." 
65 
laughed 
truly 
eyes 
all too (entirely) 
225 . The chenys breke, away pei fledde--
226. They durse no longur abide; 
227. She hade gret sorow withalle, 
228 .  Upon hir brest terys cowth downe falle, 
229 . Ffaste on ilke a side. 
230. She sette hir downe upon hir kne 
23 1 .  And prayed to god in trinite--
232. Sich127 grace she con hym craue. 
233 .  "Bisshop," she seid, "what may pis be? 
234. Aile day pou hast spoken of me 
23 5 .  And here pou may me haue. 
236. I haue done pe grettist synne 
237.  I>at any woman may be in 
238 .  Agaynes god & his seyntys ychon; 
239. With my fadur I have done foly--
240. Thre childur I had hym by 
24 1 .  And I have hem aile sloon. 
242 . My modur I slow with a knyf also 
243 . And karue my fadur hert in twoo; 
244. Ffor sorow, alasse I crye. 
127 Hartshorne: "such." Horstmann & Barbour delete this word. 
66 
dared 
245 . "Bisshop," she seid "if pi wil be 
246. Howsil0 128 and schrifte for charite, 
247. Ffor sorow now I dye." 
248 . The bisshop seyd anon ry3t, 
249. "Abide, woman, in pat ti3t, o 
250. Tille my sermonde129 be done." 
25 1 .  She swonyd & fel downe there--
252. So ful she was of sorow & care, 
253 . To berst hir hert began. 
254. I>e bisshop saw she likid ille--
255 .  He bade pe folke sitte stille 
256. And sone tille hir he start; 
257. Vpon hir fast con calle 
258 .  And she was ded amonge hem aile--
259. I>e bisshop was sory in hert. 
260. He bade pe folke pat per ware 
261 . "Ffalle on knees withowten mare, 
262 .  A prayer for to make 
263 . I> at god graunte pe askyng of pis: 
128 Hartshorne: "-fil." 
Eucharist 
attitude (mindset) 
129 Hartshorne: "sirmonde." First letter resembles hook 's' with strike-through found in line 1 42. 
67 
264. Whedur hir saule be in heuon blisse, 
265 . Or to helle take." 
266. When pei hade made peire oryson, 
267. A voyce came fro heuon down 
268. Pat alle men my3t here 
0 
269. And seid "pe saule of pis synfulle wy3t 
270. Is wonnen o into heuon bright, 
27 1 .  To Ihus lefe and dere." 
272. The voyce seid to pe bisshop right, 
273 . "Asoyle pe body with alle pi myght 
274. And bery hit in a graue, 
275 . Alle if it did gret foly." 
276. With rufulle hert hit cried mercy--
277. God graunt pat hit shuld haue. 
278 . Gode men, I warne alle 
279. Pat 3e in no wanhope falle 
280. 3if 3e haue don gret synne; 
28 1 .  Fforthynk hit sore and crye mercy, 
282. Were hit neuer so gret foly, 
283.  And 3et shalle 3e heuon wynne. 
68 
prayer 
won 
69 
ffinitur fabula0 130 fable finished 
130 The 'f of "fabula" could easily be 't. ' The phrase "finitur tabula" means "tablet or page finished." 
Since Cambridge starts new texts on new folio pages, this phrase is not implausible as an alternative. 
Codex Ashmole 6 1  fol. 66r-67v 
* * *  
1 1 8 .  "That I shall neuer with pe dele 
1 1 9.  At bede, o at bord, o 1 3 1  mete, ne mele--
120 .  My synne I have foresake." 
1 2 1 . 
1 22. 
1 23 .  
1 24. 
1 25 .  
1 26. 
1 27. 
1 28 .  
1 29 .  
1 30 .  
1 3 1 .  
1 32 .  
"A," sche seyd, "pou wyked man, 
Haste pou here abowte gon? 
Euyll it schall pe lyke: 
Thow hast me made my moder sle, 
And my chyldere all thre, 
And wold me pis beswyke."0 
"Now," sche seyd, "seth it is so, 
Oper weys it schall go, 
Oro tomorrow prime. 0 132 
Thow hast brou3t me in all pe gyle, 
And euyll pou schall have pe whyle, 
When pat I se my tyme." 
1 33 .  When pat pe ny3t was I-come 
70 
prayer or bed/table 
betray 
before/morning 
13 1 OED, bord, n. , 6 .a., A table used for meals; a table spread for a repast. Chiefly poetical, exc. in 
certain phrases, esp .  in association with bed to denote domestic relations. OED, bed, n. I. l .c., bed and 
board: entertainment with lodging and food. Of a wife: full connubial relations, as wife and mistress of 
the household. 
132 Early morning time of prayer, usually around 6 a.m. (OED). 
1 34. The god man gan to bede gon, 
1 3  5 .  His reste for to take, 
1 36. Ffore erly he wold in pe dey 
1 37. On pylgrymage wend his wey, 
1 38 .  Ffore his synnes sake. 
1 39 .  Tho row pe fendys o egynge 0 
1 40. Hys dou3ter thou3t anoper thynge 
1 4 1 . Wers for to do : 
1 42. When hyre fader on slepe was, 
1 43 .  Hys dou3ter wente a wele god pace 
1 44.  And kerue hys throte in two. 
1 45 .  And toke hyre tresoure per, 
1 46 .  Also myche as sche my3t here, 
1 47 .  And oper felos0 thre. 
148 .  They wente sone oute off pe town 
149 .  To a syte0 of grete renown 
1 50 .  And wonyd o in pat syte. 
1 5 1 .  Off pat tresowre pei spendyd faste 
1 52 .  Whyles pat0 133 i t  my3t laste 
1 53 .  With grete bobans0 of pride. 
133 During the time that 
7 1  
fiend 'sf enticement 
fellows 
site (city) 
dwelled 
while that 
boastings 
1 54.  Gentyll men of pat contrey 
1 55 .  Come fast with hyre to pley, 
1 56 .  3eme0 onne every syde. 
1 57 .  All pe  women pat wold be  folys, 0 
1 58 .  Ffast pei come unto hyre scolys--o 1 34 
1 59 .  
1 60 .  
1 6 1 . 
1 62 .  
1 63 .  
1 64.  
1 65 .  
1 66 .  
1 67 .  
1 68 .  
Ffast many & fele. o 1 35 
Sche foresoke neper preste ne clerke, 
N e non pat were brech o ne scherte, o 
That with hyre wold dele. 0 
Upon a dey thou3t0 136 godys sond, 0 1 37 
An holy buschop of pat lond 
Preched in a cyte; 
And all pe gode men of pe toune 
Com 138 for to here hys sermon, 
Hym for to here and se. 
1 69 .  All bote pat woman alone 
72 
yearn (eager) 
fools 
schools 
a multitude 
breech/shirt 
deal 
despite /send(ing) 
134 OED, school, n. 1 , III. 1 1 . a., The doctrine or teaching of a master; the lore or knowledge of a subject 
imparted by teaching. 
135 OED, fele, quasi-n. ,  many, a multitude (OED, fele, adv. (quasi-n. ) and a. , 2. B. adj. (Indeclinable; 
but as the word after 1 1th c. was used all but exclusively of multitude, not of quantity, the final e was 
prob. felt in ME. as a pl. ending. A solitary instance offelen dat. pl. occurs in the Ayenbite.) 1 .  With n. 
in pl. Many. Often preceded by as, how, so; also in many andfele). *Also, OED fele, a. 2: "ofthe right 
sort." 
136 Probably meant to be "through" or "throu3t." 
137 OED, god, n.: IV. 16 .c. , god's sond, send: what is sent by God. 
138 Example of a word in the ms where there is a w-f 'm' without an extended tail (no 'e ' ) .  
1 70. And hyre feleys o euerichone fellows 
1 7 1 .  Duellyd at per in; 
1 72 .  And all pe god mene of pat tounne 
1 73 .  Come to here hys sermon 
1 74. Ffor to here & se. 139 
1 75 .  Wo was pem pat ylke o dey-- same 
1 76. There come no man with pem to pley, 
1 77 .  No syluer they my3ht wynne. 
1 78 .  Sche seyd to  hyre feleys anon, 
1 79 .  "I  rede pat we to pe chyrche gon 
1 80 .  And haste us in pe wey. 
1 8 1 .  There we schall some 3onge o man fynd young 
1 82 .  That is both god and kynd, 
1 83 .  And with us wyll pley." 
1 84 .  To pe chyrch pei forth wente, 
1 85 .  Thour3ht0 140 pe  grace of  god omnipotente through 
1 86 .  And hys modor1 41 mary. 
1 87 .  The holy bysschop per he stode, 
1 88 .  He prechyd wordys well gode--
139 New page starts at line 1 69.  Lines 172-4 duplicate lines 1 66-8 (with variations). Duplicate lines 
marked for deletion in ms. 
73 
140 Unusual spelling. OED, through, adv. and prep. , "in Scotch t was often added to -ch, -gh, or -th." 
14 1 Same abbreviation as in "thour3ht" in line 1 85 (both are probably either -r- or -ur-) . 
1 89. On hyre he caste hys ey. 
1 90. Ffowre deuylles pat wer fals, 
1 9 1 . He se hange aboute hyre hals o 
1 92 .  And by cheynes hyre lede; 
1 93 .  Be  euery cheyne lede hyre one 
1 94. The holyman sey them euerychone--
1 95 .  Grete wonder perof he hade. 
1 96. Abowte hyre neke a colere stronge, 142 
1 97. The fendys lede pe cheynes longe, 
1 98 .  Behynd & before. 
1 99. W ele pe byschop wyst thane 
200. That sche was a synfull womane--
20 1 .  Ffore hyre he sy3ed sore. 
202 .  Sche pukydo a squyre and on  hym lew0 143 
203 . And be pe sleue sche hym drew 
204 .  And oper 3onge men mo; 
205 . They bade hyre leue & go hyre wey, 
206. Ffore it was on god frydey--
207. With hyre pei wold not go. 
142 Horstmann & Barbour: "spronge." 
74 
neck 
picked/laughed 
143 OED, lew, v., 4.a., With at, of, on, over, indicating the cause of laughter. Also with on, upon (rarely 
up, to) in the sense "to look pleasantly on, to smile on." 
208 . When pe bysschop sey all pis, 
209. In his hert was sory iwys, 0 
2 1 0. When he upon hyre sey. 
2 1 1 .  Of pe fendys he wold be wreke, 
2 1 2 . Off godys mersy he gan speke, 
2 1 3 .  Both lowd & hy3e. 
2 1 4. Thorow pe grace of god allmy3ht, 
2 1 5 .  A word in hyre herte lyght 
2 1 6. That pe bysschop spake, 
2 1 7. That a tere fell fro hyre eye 
2 1 8 . And be hyre lares0 it gane done fle, 
2 1 9. And pe colere brake. 
220 . The fendys fley0 and wer adrad, 0 
22 1 .  The byschop perof was full glad, 
222. And thankyd god full styli; 
223 . The holy mane prechyd of godys lore, 
224. The woman sate & sy3ed sore 
225 . And wepyd all hyre fylle. 
226. So bytterly sche wepyd withall, 
227. By hyre lyres0 pe terys gon fall 
75 
indeed 
cheeks 
fled/ afraid 
cheeks 
228 . Ffast on ylke0 a syde. 
229. The byschop perof was full glad, 
230. The fendys fley & wer adrad--
23 1 .  No longer per durste o by de. o 
232. Sche sett hyre done onne hyr kne, 
233 .  To god sche besou3ht in trinyte--
234. Mersy gane sche craue; 
235 .  Sche seyd, 144 "bysschop, I arne sche--
236 .  All pis dey pou hast spoke of me 
23 7 .  And here pou mayst me haue. 
238 .  I have don all dedly synne 
239. That euer my3ht womane begyne 
240 . Ageyne godys law: 
241 .  By my fader I dyde foly--
242. Thre knaue chylder I had hym by, 
243 . And all I have pem slaw. 
244. My modor I stykyd with a knyffe, 
245 . My fader I reft0 145 hym hys lyffe, 
76 
each 
dared/bide 
bereft 
1 44 In the ms, there is a hook 's '  [I] with a strike through it after this word. Horstmann & Barbour 
interpret as "syr." See Cambridge line 142 (Hartshorne interprets the same symbol as "she") and line 
250 (Hartshorne interprets as sir- in "sirmonde"). 
145 Shuffelton: "rest." See Rawlinson line 230. 
246. Bysschop I pe sey. 
24 7 .  And now in pis sted o fore charyte, 
248 .  Swythe0 of  schryft0 I pray the, 
249. Ffore so row or I dy3e. 
250. The bysschop sepe anon ryght, 
25 1 .  "Woman abyde a lytell wyghe 
252. Tyll my sermone be done ." 
253 . Sche was so full of sorow & care, 
254 . She fell adoune before pem there--
255 .  Hyre hert braste0 in two. 
256. When pe bysschop had seyd hys wyll, 
257.  He bad pe folke sytte & be styli 
258 .  And to hyre h e  lepe, 
259. And gane on hyre to clepe & call; o 
260. He fond hyre ded amonge pem all--
26 1 .  Ffull sore fore hyre he wepe. 
262 . He bade pe folke pat there wer all 
263 . On per kneys pei schuld fall, 
264 .  A bede for to seyne, 
265 . That god schuld pem wyte & wys, 
stead 
swift/penance 
(period of) time 
burst 
summon 
punish/advise 
77 
266. Wheper pe saule wer in blys 
267. Or in hell peyne. 
268. When pei had made per oryson 
269 . A voys come fro heuyne done 
270. That pei myght he(re ), 
0 
271 .  And seyd "pe saule of pat synfull wy3he 
272. Is now in heuyne bry3ht 
273 . Before Ihus full dere."  
274. Crysten men I wern 30u all 
275 . That non of 30u in wanhop o fall, 
276. They 3e be in synne. 
277. Who so wyll of a preste be schryfe o 
278 . And do penans by his lyfe, 
279. Hevyn he may wynne. 
280. Thof:r a man had don alone 
28 1 .  All pe synnes evrychon 
282 . That ever 3it wer wrou3t; 
283 . And he may in his last dey 
284. To a preste his lyve sey, 
285 .  God wyll foregete hym nought. 
78 
prayer 
person 
despair 
confessed 
though 
286. And if a man haue no preste 
287. To a man }Jat sytte hym nexte, 
288. 3eme to hym schryfe; 
289. And if he may do no more 
290. Bot fore hys synnes rew0 sore, 
29 1 .  God wyll hym foregyffe. 
292. Kyng pat is of my3htys moste, 
293 . Ffader & son & holy goste, 
294. 3iff us my3ht & space 
295 . When we haue do oure ende, 
296. Vnto loy, o JOY0 146 pat we may wende, 
297. Lord fore pin holy grace. 
Amen 
146 See OED, joy, n. 2. 
79 
regret 
joy/ (heaven 's) bliss 
APPENDICES : 
Appendix A: 
Date Ranges for and Occurrences of 
Now Extinct Forms Used in Manuscripts 
(accompaniment to Fig. 1 ,  page 4) 
# in # In # In 
Centuries Ashmole Cambridge Rawlinson 
9- 1 7  2 0 4 
1 1 - 1 5 1 0 0 
1 1 - 1 6  1 0 1 
1 1 - 1 7  2 3 2 
1 2- 1 5  0 I 1 3 
1 2- 1 7  1 1 7 
1 3  0 0 1 
1 3- 1 4  1 2 0 
1 3 - 1 5  2 2 5 
1 3 - 1 6  3 4 2 
1 3 - 1 7  3 3 2 
1 3- 1 8  0 1 0 
1 3 - 1 9  2 3 1 
1 4  3 3 2 
1 4- 1 5  3 6 2 
80 
8 1  
1 4- 1 6  9 1 2  1 0  
1 4- 1 7  1 6 4 
1 4- 1 8 1 0 1 
1 5  3 2 0 
1 5- 1 8 1 0 0 
1 6  3 0 0 
1 6- 1 7  1 3 1 
Total 43 52 48 
82 
Appendix B :  
Towns and Dialect Areas Mentioned in the Introduction 
83 
Appendix C: 
Tudor Rose; Rose of York 
*For the Tudor Rose, the outer flower is red, the inner is white (sometimes also red); 
for the Rose of York, both flowers are white 
Appendix D:  
Table of  Contents for Each Manuscript Collection 
Cambridge MS F.f.5 .48 
1 .  fol. 2r-8r. Instructions for Parish Priests, by John Mirk. 
2. fol .  8v-9r. ABC of Aristotle. 
3 .  fol. 9v- 1 0r. Prognostications from the Amount ofThunder in the Months of the 
Year. 
4. fol. 1 Ov. Contra Fures et Latrones. 
5 .  fol. 1 1r-43r. Passio Domini (Northern Passion). 
6 .  fol .  43v. Memento Homo. 
7. fol. 43v-44r. The Wounds of Christ as Remedies Against the Deadly Sins. 
8. fol. 44r-48r. Tale of an Incestuous Daughter. 
9. fol. 48v-56v. Tale of King Edward and the Shepherd. 
1 0. fol. 57r-57v. Dialogue between a Nightingale and a Clerk. 
1 1 . fol. 58r-6 1 v. Tale of the Basin. 
1 2. fol. 62r-66r. Turnament ofTotenham. 
1 3 .  fol. 66v. Prognostications Derived from the Day on Which Christmas Falls. 
14. fol. 67r-70r. Story of the Adulterous Falmouth Squire. 
1 5 . fol. 7 1 r-72v. Lament of the Blessed Virgin. 
1 6. fol .  73r-74v. Lamentation of the Blessed Virgin. 
1 7. fol. 74v-75v. Orison to the Blessed Virgin. 
84 
1 8 . fol. 75v-78v. Prognostications Derived from the Day on Which New Year Falls. 
1 9. fol. 79r-84r. De Sancto Michaele (from the South English Legendary). 
85 
20. fol .  83r-84v. Beate Annunciacio Domina (from the South English Legendary). 
2 1 .  fol .  84v. Septuagesima (from the South English Legendary). 
22. fol .  84v-87v. Quadragesima, (from the South English Legendary). 
23 . fol .  87v-92v. The Southern Passion (excerpt). 
24. fol .  95r- 1 1 2r. Principium Anglie . 
25. fol .  1 12v- 1 1 3v. Mourning of the Hunted Hare. 
26. fol .  1 1 4r- 1 1 4v. Prognostications about the Seasons of the Year. 
27. fol .  1 1 4v. Betrayed Maiden 's Lament. 
28. fol .  1 1 5r- 1 1 6r. Feest ofTottenham. 
29. fol .  1 1 6v- 1 1 8v. Lady who buried the Host. 
30. fol. 1 1 9r- 1 28v. Thomas ofErceldoune 's Prophecy. 
3 1 .  fol .  128v- 1 35v. Robin Hood and the Monk. 
Codex Ashmole 6 1  
1 .  fol .  1 r-5r. Saint Eustace .  
2. fol. 5v-6r. Right as a Ram 's Horn. 
3 .  fol .  6r-6v. How the Wise Man Taught His Son. 
4. fol .  7r-8v. How the Good Wife Taught Her Daughter. 
5. fol .  9r- 1 6v. Sir Isumbras. 
6. fol .  1 6v- 1 7r. The Ten Commandments. 
7. fol. 1 7v- 1 9v. Stans Puer ad Mensam. 
8. fol. 20r-2 1 v. Dame Courtesy. 
9. fol. 2 l v. Latin Epigrams and The Rules for Purchasing Land. 
86 
1 0. fol. 22r. An Evening Prayer. 
1 1 . fol. 22r-22v. A Morning Prayer. 
1 2. fol. 22v-23r. A Prayer to Mary. 
1 3 .  fol .  23r-26r. The Debate of the Carpenter 's Tools. 
1 4. fol 26r-26v. A Prayer at the Levation. 
1 5 . fol. 26v-27v. The Knight Who Forgave His Father 's Slayer. 
1 6. fol. 27v-38v. The Erie ofTolous. 
1 7. fol .  3 8v-59v. Lybeaus Desconus. 
1 8 . fol. 59v-62r. Sir Corneus. 
1 9. fol .  62r-65v. The Jealous Wife. 
20. fol. 66r-67v. The Incestuous Daughter. 
2 1 .  fol. 67v-73r. Sir Cleges. 
22. fol. 73v-78v. The Feasts of All Saints and All Souls. 
23 . fol. 78v-83r. The King and His Four Daughters. 
24. fol .  83r-87v. Ypotis. 
25. fol. 87v- 1 05v. The Northern Passion. 
26. fol. 1 06r. The Short Charter of Christ. 
27. fol. 1 06r- 1 07r. The Lament of Mary. 
28. fol. 1 07r- 1 08r. The Dietary. 
29. fol. 1 08r- 1 1 9v. Maidstone 's Seven Penitential Psalms. 
30.  fol. 1 20r- 128r. Stimulus Consciencie Minor. 
3 1 .  fol .  1 28r- 1 3  5r. The Stations of Jerusalem. 
32.  fol. 1 36r- 1 36v. The Sinner 's Lament. 
33 .  fol. 1 36v- 1 3 8v. The Adulterous Falmouth Squire . 
34. fol. 1 3 8v- 1 44v. The Legend of the Resurrection. 
35 .  fol. 1 45r- 1 50v. Saint Margaret. 
36. fol. 1 50v- 1 5 1 r. The Wounds and the Sins. 
37. fol. 1 5 1 r- 1 56r. Sir Orfeo. 
38 .  fol. 1 56v- 1 57r. Vanity. 
39. fol. 1 57r- 1 6 1  v. King Edward and the Hermit. 
Rawlinson Poetry 1 1 8 
1 .  fol. 1 r- 1 1 3r. Against the Breaking of Wedlock 
2. fol .  1 1 3v- 1 1 6r. The Adulterous Falmouth Squire 
3. fol. l16r-1 18v. Tale of an Incestuous Daughter 
4. fol .  The Life of St. Katherine 
5 .  fol. Punishment of Adultery 
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1 72 1 65 
1 73 1 66 
1 74 1 67 
1 75 1 68 
1 76 1 69 
1 77 1 70 
1 7 1  
1 72 
1 73 
1 74 
1 78 
1 79 1 75 
1 80 1 76 
1 8 1  1 77 
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1 90 1 86 
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1 92 1 88 
1 93 1 89 
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1 75 1 96 1 92 
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1 77 1 97 
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1 80 200 1 96 
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1 89 209 205 
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295 262 
296 263 
297 264 
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9 1  
Appendix F :  Possibilities of Transmission147 
147 Where texts Y and Z can represent a single text or a series of texts. 
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